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CHAPTER ITECHNICAL OBJECTIVES(1) Comparison of dierent ANN training table generation methodologies on the LEM-LES of premixed ames.In our previous reports three dierent approahes to generate ANN training ta-bles were disussed. This report mainly aims to evaluate the auray of the ANNstrained on these dieren tabulation methodologies. For this purpopose, a series ofpremixed ame-turbulene-vortex interation studies with dierent level of turbu-lene and premixing are onduted. Results obtained by the ANNs trained on thetables onstruted through dierent tabulation methodologies are ompared againsteah other and the diret integration tehnique.(2) Evaluating the generalizability of the ANNs trained on stand-alone LEM ompu-tations.The thermo-hemial tables generated through stand-alone LEM annot ontainall the states aessed during the omputations due to the memory limit. In order tounderstand the apability of ANNs trained on these thermo-hemial tables to ll thegaps in the database, the stand-alone LEM omputation is repeated by using ANNto alulate the reation rates.(3) Development of an ANN for ltered reation rate modelingA novel approah to reate multi-dimensional look-up tables using o-line lineareddy mixing (LEM) model omputations for the ltered hemial soure terms isproposed. These multi-dimensional tables are then used together with the artiialneural networks (ANN) approah [2℄ to diretly aount for the ltered reation ratesin large eddy simulation (LES) of reative ows. This approah, alled TurbulentANN or TANN, is an extension of an earlier strategy [2, 3, 4℄, where the ANN was usedto retrieve the instantaneous (unltered) reation rates. The proposed methodologyis used for the LES of both non-premixed and premixed turbulent reating ases thatoer dierent types of modeling hallenges.(4) TANN for hemial kinetis alulations in the LES of the SPRF ombustorThe stagnation point reverse ow ombustor (SPRF) is simulated using TANNto evaluate its peformane in a pratial appliation. The results are ompared withdata as well as a previous LEMLES study.(5) ANN for hemial kinetis alulations in the LEMLES of LDI ombustorThermo-hemial database is reated by stand-alone LEM omputations with on-ditions relevant to the LDI ombustor. The ANN trained on this database is used toreplae the hemial kinetis alulations on the sub-grid.(6) Two-equation subgrid kineti energy model for VLES-LESA two-equation subgrid kineti energy model solves transport equations for bothsubgrid kineti energy and the produt of subgrid kineti energy and a representative1
length sale. The addition of the seond equation allows for a length sale not expli-itly set to the grid size as traditionally done in impliit LES thus there is a smoothtransition between LES and very large eddy simulation (VLES).
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CHAPTER IIINTRODUCTIONTurbulent ombustion is desribed as the ontinuous distortion of the loal amefront with eddies distributed over a wide range of length and time sales [5℄. Theresponse of the ame front depends on the ombined eet of moleular diusion,turbulent transport and hemial reation ourring aross the ame, without anylear sale separation. Eventually the ame may experiene omplex, unsteady, loaland/or global features suh as extintion, re-ignition and quenhing. From a ompu-tational point of view, diret numerial simulation (DNS) of high Reynolds numberows (typial of turbulent ombustion) are not yet aordable, and thus, to render apratial solution to the turbulent ombustion proesses, the governing equations aresolved either on a time (Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS)), or spae aver-aged (Large Eddy Simulation (LES)) sense [6℄. For all of these methodologies, whatis ommon, however, is the alulation of the hemial reation rates: a set of ou-pled, non-linear ordinary dierential equations (ODEs) has to be solved. It must benoted that the aurate predition of the aforementioned features need radial speiesinformation [5, 7, 8℄. However, as the number of the speies inreases, the size of thesystem of ODE inreases as well. Furthermore, sine the radial speies have timesales dierent by several orders of magnitude ompared to the major speies, theODEs beome sti as well [9℄. Thus, the proess of alulating hemial soure termsadds further omputational burden to the ow simulation and needs to be handledarefully in a ost eÆient manner.Many approahes for eÆient kinetis evaluation has been reproted in the liter-ature. The look-up table approah (LUT) [10℄, intrinsi low-dimensional manifolds(ILDM) [11℄, and, in-situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) [12℄, have all shown speed-upof the hemial kinetis alulations. LUT and ILDM depends on pre-omputing andtabulating the reation rate and/or the speies information. Sine generating a stru-tural table for the whole thermo-hemial state spae require tabulation in (Ns+2)dimensions, for most of the appliations the dimensions are redued by using severalreation progress variables. This proedure is handled automatially in ILDM andthe intrinsi manifold an be found diretly by a dynamial system approah, whihis not the ase for LUT. One major drawbak for both ILDM and LUT is that theinformation on the thermo-hemial state spae that is going to be aessed by theow solver is not known a-priori, and thus, huge tables have to be reated. ISAT,on the other hand, onstruts the look-up table during the atual ow simulation,and only the aessed region is stored. Thus it yields a onsiderable amount of mem-ory savings ompared to ILDM and LUT. However, the ISAT table may also keepinreasing beyond the memory limit of the PC parallel lusters espeially for LESappliations [13℄.The main purpose of the urrent study is to propose a tabulation strategy and3
an interpolation sheme, that may predit the thermo-hemial state spae a-priori(unlike ILDM), and whih an redue loally memory needs (unlike ISAT) withoutany loss of auray and with speed-up. Here, the tabulation is ahieved by usingthe stand-alone Linear-Eddy Mixing (LEM) [14, 15, 16℄ model alulations. LEMhas been previously demonstrated to aount for the interation between turbulenttransport, moleular diusion and hemial reation at their respetive time andlength sales [17, 18, 19℄. In LEM, the diusion-reation equation is solved on a one-dimensional line and the turbulent stirring is handled expliitly by a stohasti model.One the thermo-hemistry is extrated through stand-alone LEM omputations, anArtiial Neural Networks (ANN) arhiteture is trained on this data-set. ANN isbasially an interpolation sheme that an be used to map arbitrary number of inputsto outputs [20℄. The strength of the ANN lies in the fat that, through a learning(training) stage it an adapt itself to any funtion by the use of interonneted non-linear proessing elements [21℄. The learning proess involves adjusting the synaptiweights to get the most appropriate output for a given input. Thus, one it is trained,unlike LUT, ILDM, and ISAT, there is no need to ouple the ow solver with a multi-dimensional thermo-hemial table, or a diret solver for the sti kinetis equations.ANN for the reative ow omputations has been used by dierent researh groupsin the past. Blaso et al. [22℄ performed one of the rst attempts to inorporateANN into hemial kinetis alulations, where the auray of the proposed modelwas tested in a plug ow reator alulation. A speed-up of 2700 with ANN wasobtained when ompared to diret integration (DI). In a later study [23℄, time stepsize was inluded as an additional parameter, and it was reported that the memoryrequirement for suh an ANN omputation requires only 24 kbytes as opposed to19934 kbytes for tabulated hemistry alulations. Choi and Chen [24℄ trained ANNfor ignition delay time alulations, where they used temperature, pressure, equiva-lene ratio and exhaust gas re-irulation as input for their preditions. The ANNmodel was later oupled with a well-mixed reator solver to predit the ignition delaytime, and a speed-up of 600 was obtained. Finally, an integration of ISAT with ANNfor a partially stirred reator omputation was studied by Chen et al. [25℄, whereANN was trained based on an already existing ISAT table. Same approah was laterre-visited by Kapoor et al. [26℄ and applied to unsteady salar eld evolution withinLEM approah.In more reent studies, ANN has been used within the LES omputations ofreative ows. The work by Kempf et al. [27℄ investigated the struture of theSANDIA Flame D [28℄ by LES, where ANN was used to store a steady ameletlibrary to provide speies mass frations, density and visosity. The thermo-hemialstate-spae was parametrized by the ltered mixture fration, sub-grid variane of themixture fration and the ltered salar dissipation rate. The sub-grid distributionswere modeled by presumed-shaped PDFs. They reported that the ANN redues thestorage size of the hemistry library by three orders of magnitude having almost sameeÆieny with a linear interpolation sheme. Ihme and o-workers [29℄ used ANN tostore a amelet library and applied it to a blu body stabilized ame. A generalstrategy to optimize ANNs (O-ANN) for the given number of layers and neuronsper layers was also proposed. The ANN performane with respet to auray, data4
retrieval time and storage requirements was ompared with the strutured tabulationmethods, and it was shown that ANN yielded omparable auray with onsiderablylower storage and omputational time.Previous work by Kempf et al. [27℄ and Ihme et al. [29℄ used ANN to storeamelet libraries in onnetion with the presumed PDF approah, where the thermo-hemistry is not omputed diretly within the LES, but rather interpolated from alook-up table. In this approah, amelet itself already provides a onsiderable amountof speed-up ompared to diretly simulating the salar eld, and the merit of usingANN lies in the memory savings. An alternative approah is to use ANN to diretlyrepresent the multi-step kinetis within the LES approah, and this has been reentlyinvestigated by Sen and Menon [4℄. Here, a series of simulations of the unsteadyevolution of ame-vortex interations (FVI) were used extrat the thermo-hemialinformation for ANN training table onstrution. These simulations of FVI showedthat, although the omputations are started for a single large sale vortex, atually alarge number of sales are present over the entire simulation period. Hene, eah testase with an initial single vortex of a given size provided additional data over a muhwider range of sales. The ANN was later used to replae the DI based on a 14-speies,11-steps redued hemial kinetis mehanism within the LES sub-grid alulationsof premixed, syngas/air ames. A speed-up fator of 11.22 with onsiderable amountof memory savings was reported.The urrent report is providing a disussion for extending the approah developedearlier [4℄. The key dierene lies in the fat that, in the urrent study the thermo-hemial states for ANN training are extrated from stand-alone LEM simulations,rather than the DNS of FVI done previously. The major advantage in this strategyis that LEM allows expliitly inorporating (albeit indiretly) the eet of the tur-bulent small-sale eddies on the reation kinetis. This is in ontrast to our previousapproah [4℄ where only the eet of deterministi vorties on the reation kinetiswas onsidered. Both strategies attempt to apture unsteady ame-turbulene-vortexinteration eets during the ANN database development. This approah is there-fore onsidered a new strategy for ANN training. One the ANN is trained, we useit in both LES and in the stand-alone LEM to demonstrate its ability. DierentANNs are trained for dierent kinetis model using the same strategy and therefore,demonstrates the generalibility of the approah.In a variation over the above mentioned approah all the Turbulent ANN (TANN),the ANN is trained using a modied proedure to yield the ltered reation rate di-retly. Here we still explore the multi-sale ame-turbulene interation physis inthe o-line LEM simulation to generate tables that ontain the salar informationinluding the eet of loal interation between the small-sale proesses (turbulentstirring, moleular diusion) and the hemial reations, but this time use them toestimate the ltered reation rates for LES or even onventional RANS. As mentionedabove the ANN as a subgrid ombustion model was used previously suessfully inombination with the amelet approah to ahieve memory savings and derease theinterpolation errors [27, 29℄. The urrent approah, in ontrast to the ANN-ameletapproah, attempts to ombine the salar eld with the turbulene PDF (withouta-priori assumptions), resulting a new approah to estimate the ltered hemistry5
_!k within the LES. Note that, one _!k is estimated, LEM is no longer needed, andthus, a signiant redution in ost is apparent. Hene a new type of losure forthe ltered reation rate using the TANN approah is presented with aompanyingdemonstrations that prove that the preditions are still aurate for two distintlydierent turbulent ombustion ases using this method with onsiderable redutionin simulation ost. TANN is then used to simulate the Stagnation Point Reverse Flowombustor (SPRF) using a CH4/air 16-step mehanism. The quality of results areassessed with referene to data and a previous LEMLES study and peformane gainsof this approah, quantied.The main objetive of large eddy simulation is to redue the omputational ostwith minimal loss of auray as ompared with diret numnerial simulations. Forhigh Reynolds number wall-bounded ows the omputational requirement for LESis still very expensive thus methods are neessary for modeling subgrid turbuleneon oarse LES grids. Hybrid RANS-LES models generally require ad-ho blendingfuntions to transition between the RANS and LES regions. If improperly blended,the hybrid solution an atually be worse than that of the RANS or LES solutionalone [30℄. To avoid suh problems, a single model for oarse grids known as thekineti eddy simulation model was developed [31℄. The model whih inludes a seondsubgrid turbulene equation whih expliitly alulates the subgrid turbulene lengthsale ats as a bridge between large eddy simulation and very large eddy simulation(VLES). This model is investigated and evaluated for simulations of a lean diretinjetion (LDI) ombustor.The rest of the report is organized as follows: The mathematial formulation ofthe LEM, ANN and other subgrid models is reviewed in the next setion, whih isfollowed in Setion 3.1.1 by the desription of the test ases used to evaluate theauray of the proposed ANN methodology. ANN is used to replae a sti ODEsolver within the LES and stand-alone LEM omputations. Results are presented inSetion 3 while onlusions are drawn in the nal setion.
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CHAPTER IIIRESULTS AND DISCUSSION3.1 ANN for Turbulent Premixed Flame Modeling3.1.1 Test asesThe proposed methodology for thermo-hemial database onstrution and ANN a-uray is tested for three distint redued (or skeletal) mehanisms and test ases(Table 3.1). The rst ase (Case A) is essentially a series of LEMLES of ame-turbulene-vortex interation omputations (Table 3.2). For the LES ases, the ANNstrained on the thermo-hemial data extrated from stand-alone LEM omputationsare used to replae the sti ODE solver to predit the instantaneous reation rates atthe sub-grid model. The strategy for the remaining ases (Case B and C) is to test theANN apabilities within the stand-alone LEM omputations for dierent ames andkinetis mehanisms. Similar to Case A, the thermo-hemial database is onstrutedwith stand-alone LEM omputations, and the ANNs are trained on the data-base.One training is ahieved, ANN is used to replae the DI tehnique to asses the ANNauray. Multiple test simulations are onduted in eah of the test ases (CasesA-C).Case A is a series of LEMLES omputations onduted for a premixed syngas(PSI [32℄)/air ame. The LEMLES ases are listed in Table 3.2. The LES ases areseleted so that they an be ompared with the earlier study [4℄, where the ANNswere trained using tables extrated from the FVI simulation. Here, we ompare thebaseline LEMLES using (a) sti ODE solver, (b) ANN trained on FVI (F-ANN) [4℄,() ANN trained on LEM (L-ANN) [3℄, and (d) ANN trained on laminar premixedame simulations (P-ANN) [33℄. The ame properties for the ames onsidered inthe LEMLES omputations are summarized in Table 3.3. For all ases the ratio of theintegral length sale to the laminar ame thikness (LF ) is seleted to be 5, and all theames are in the thin reation zone regime. The LES for all ases is initialized by usinga 1D, laminar, steady solution for a premixed ame. Then, a pair of ounter-rotatingvorties are superimposed on an isotropi bakground turbulene to indue both largeand small sale wrinkling of the ame front. The details of the initialization proessan be found in our earlier studies [32, 33, 4℄. A 643 grid is used for all ases, and theTable 3.1: Test CasesMode ANN Testing Redued MehanismCase A Premixed syngas/air LES 10 steps, 14 speies (skeletal)Case B Premixed methane/air Stand-Alone LEM 12 steps, 16 speies (skeletal)Case C Non-premixed syngas/air Stand-Alone LEM 21 steps, 11 speies7
Table 3.2: LEMLES Test Casesu0=SL UC;max=SL DC=LF Case A1 5 { { 0.6Case A2 5 50 5 0.6Case A3 10 50 5 0.8Case A4 10 50 5 0.6Table 3.3: Flame Parameters for LEMLES Case AEquivalene Ratio SL [m/s℄ lf [m℄0.6 0.2105 8.755 10 40.8 0.3920 5.611 10 4grid resolution is approximately four times larger than the Kolmogorov's length sale(x = 4). For sub-grid salar eld evolution, 24 LEM ells are used within eahLES grid, allowing a resolution in the sub-grid approximately of the order of . Thehemial kinetis is represented by a 14-speies, 10-step redued skeletal mehanism.Based on the u0 and L seleted for eah of the ases, the thermo-hemistry is extratedby running stand-alone LEM omputations for a xed L and varying Ret. The proessof reating the LEM tables is desribed in details later in Setion 3.1.2.The seond series of test ases (Case B) are seleted to onstrut the thermo-hemial state-spae ouring inside the stagnation point reverse ow (SPRF) om-bustor [1℄. Rather than performing the atual LES, here we perform stand-alone LEMomputations for the SPRF onditions and evaluate the performane of the ANNswithin the LEM framework. Charateristi eddy size (L), utuating veloity (u0)and the loal visosity obtained in a separate LEMLES of this ombustor [1℄ are usedto nd the ritial Ret. The harateristi eddy size (integral length sale) is seletedto be the radius of the whole injetor assembly (L =8.2510 3m). Also, previousLEMLES studies of this onguration obtained u0 10 m/s [1℄. The stand-alone LEMomputations are performed for 20 (NRet=20) dierent Ret values ranging from 10to 400 for a xed L. For the given eah dierent Ret, both  and  are hanging,so the initial salar eld experienes dierent level of interation. This is similar tothe proess observed in turbulent ames. It is also found that, as the NRet is furtherinreased, the states aessed by the LEM omputations beome nearly idential fortwo onseutive simulations, thus NRet=20 is found to be an optimum value for thispartiular ase.The last ase (Case C) is based on a DNS of a temporally evolving, plane jet,syngas/air ame from the literature [34, 35℄. The DNS is performed on approximately350M grid points (x = 2), using a relatively detailed syngas/air hemial kinetismehanism with 11 speies and 21 reations. The ame is reported to exhibit strongame-turbulene interation with loal extintion and re-ignition, whih makes ita hallenging test ase to evaluate LEM based table onstrution and ANN. Themaximum Ret for this ase is reported to be 175 in the DNS study. Also, the integrallength sale is roughly H/3, with H denoting the initial fuel jet height [34℄. Thestand-alone LEM omputations are performed for 20 (NRet=20) Ret values ranging8
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LEM (b)Figure 3.1: Shematis of the atual problem and the LEM sub-domainfrom 10 to 180, for a xed L.It is noted that LEMLES of Cases B-C using the ANNs developed in this studyare urrently being onduted and these results will be reported in the near future.Hene, we fous primarily on the development and use of ANN for these test ases.Future studies will emlpoy these ANN in an atual LEMLES of the orrespondingproblem.3.1.2 Desription of the LEM tabulation and ANN training3.1.2.1 LEM tabulationThe ANN training table is onstruted by using stand-alone LEM omputations forall ases presented in this report. The details of the tabulation proess (i.e, reduedmehanism, range of Ret and L et.) are dierent for eah test ase. The LEMomputations start from an initially laminar prole, whih is also dierent based onthe type of the problem (i.e. premixed or non-premixed). The LEM domain for pre-mixed ases extends from reatants to the produts, whereas for non-premixed ases,it spans the oxidizer and fuel streams, as shown shematially in Fig. 3.1. However,it should be noted that the basi struture of the tabulation and the apabilities ofthe stand-alone LEM omputation are the same for all ases.For the premixed ases (Case A and B) the initial prole is alulated as fun-tion of the equivalene ratio and the reatant temperature. For the non-premixedsimulations, however, strain rate is an additional parameter to the thermodynamivariables. From the LEM perspetive, one the non-premixed simulations are startedfrom an initial strain rate, the small sale turbulent strutures will hange the strain-ing loally resulting in dierent salar eld evolution based on the Ret and L. Hene,non-premixed LEM omputations (Case C) are initialized for a relatively lower strain-rate than the one used in the DNS omputations [34℄. During the simulation it isexpeted that the database reated with LEM omputations will over a broaderrange in the ompositional state-spae, ompared to the ase initialized by a strainrate very lose to the extintion. As will be disussed later, an inrease in Ret resultsin ame extintion although the initial strain rate is very low.One the salar eld is initialized, the stand-alone LEM for all ases is run with9


































(b)Figure 3.2: Eet of diusivity for dierent speies.a given time step size (t). Here it should be noted that, for the given t, bothturbulent stirring and moleular diusion proeeds with sub-iterations with theirrespetive time steps (tstir, tdiff ). Thus, the LEM evolution is independent of t.For two LEM omputations with dierent Ret, the number of stohasti turbulentstirring events per given time interval (t) is distint, whih results in a dierentlevel of ame-turbulene interation proess. Also, the diusion proess ounteratsturbulent stirring at its own time and length sale. A typial piture demonstratingthese unsteady interations is shown in Fig. 3.2 for Case C. For the given Ret,the dashed lines represent the LEM result obtained without simulating the eet ofdiusion. The LEM omputation with diusion turned on exhibits smooth variationfor both of the speies. Here, rst thing to note is that the salar prole obtainedfor HO2 is highly wrinkled, whereas H seems almost not aeted by the turbulentstirrings. This is a diret result of using non-equal diusion oeÆients for the speies.Hene, HO2 is more sensitive to the turbulent foring, whih an be aptured throughLEM diusion sub-iterations.3.1.2.2 ANN trainingOne the LEM database is reated, the instantaneous speies reation rates orre-sponding to eah state are alulated and added to the look-up table, whih is usedfor ANN training. Sine eah LEM iteration requires a ertain number of diusionand stirring sub-iterations, the generated database annot be expeted to ontain allthe available states. Suh an attempt would require tabulation of a table of Ns di-mensions, whih is probably not aordable for large hemial mehanisms. However,if well trained, ANN has the potential to ll out the gaps between the existing statesin the database and provide preditions to the states that it was not trained for. Thisis one of the goals of this study.The temperature-H2 reation rate hyperplane from the training table generatedfor test Case C is shown in Fig. 3.3 (a). There are approximately 5M states inludedwithin the training table. In order to inrease the sensitivity of the reation ratealulations with respet to the temperature, the whole database is divided into nine10

















Figure 3.4: ANN speed-up with respet to the number of onnetions.Table 3.4: List of ANN arhitetures and their properties used for Case CANN Error Connetions Time/(IterSample)5 -3.521 230 1:92210 510 -3.801 340 2:02110 520 -4.056 460 2:27910 55/4 -3.889 358 2:05810 510/5 -3.920 500 2:19910 520/5 -4.114 770 2:43710 520/10 -4.619 1080 2:63510 55/3/2 -4.201 371 2:06010 510/5/2 -4.327 574 2:25910 520/10/5 -4.870 1240 2:81310 5with respet to the number of onnetions, and it is seen that the maximum speed-upthat an be obtained for this partiular redued mehanism is slightly larger than 5.As the number of onnetions are inreased, the speed-up dereases, and at 500 it isalmost 4 % less than the ideal speed-up, whih is still an aeptable value. Beyond500, however, ANN speed-up seems to be more sensitive to the hanges in the numberof onnetions and it dereases exponentially. Eventually beyond 20K onnetions,ANN is slower than using a sti ODE, whih suggests that there should be a limitfor the number of onnetions used in ANN omputations. For this partiular study,the limit is approximately 500, sine it gives the best speed-up with respet to thenumber of onnetions.One the limit for maximum number of PEs is determined, dierent ANN arhi-tetures are investigated to obtain the optimum speed-up with respet to the ANNerror. The error and the number of onnetions for some of the tested ANNs aresummarized in Table 3.4. Here, the ANN error is alulated asE = log (1=Ntest)NtestXk=1 (1=(2I)) IXi=1 [di   yi[k℄℄2! (3.1)whih is an average over the number of PEs at the output layer (I) and number of test12
(a) (b)Figure 3.5: Vortiity ontour plot superimposed onto H surfae plot obtained forthe LEMLES of turbulene-ame-vortex interation problem - (a) Case 3, (b) Case4.samples (Ntest). As seen in the Table, the best speed-up is obtained for a 3 hiddenlayer ANN arhiteture with 20, 10, 5 number of PEs at eah hidden layer, respetively(hereafter identied as 20/10/5 ANN). However, the number of onnetions for thispartiular ANN is 1240, whih is beyond the optimum limit obtained from speed-up analysis. Considering the speed-up and the error, 1 hidden layer ANN with 20PEs and 3 hidden layer ANN with 5/3/2 PEs looks like and optimum ANN for thistest Case C. It is noted that reently an automati way of dening the optimumnumber of PEs for the given hidden layers has been proposed in the literature [36, 29℄(O-ANNs), and for future studies the appliability of the algorithm with our newlearning rule will be tested for LEM based tabulation proedure. The time requiredto do one training iteration per number of training and testing samples for the urrentANN approah is given in Table 3.4. For the optimum ase, with approximately 500Knumber of samples and 500 iterations (whih is typial number of training iterations),it takes only 1.4 hours to nish the training, whih is onsiderably quite reasonable.Of ourse, this ost may hange with larger skeletal mehanisms and is an issue beinglooked at.3.1.3 Case A - LEMLES of turbulent ame-turbulene-vortex interationThe LEMLES ases are seleted based on our earlier study [4℄, and are listed in Table3.2. For the eah given test ase, the LEMLES is arried out using dierent kinetisevaluation strategies (DI, F-ANN, L-ANN, and P-ANN). The F-ANN is idential tothe one used in our earlier alulation [4℄, and the whole methodology of reating thedata-base and ANN training is not repeated here for sake of brevity. The trainingtable for P-ANN is onstruted based on performing laminar, 1-D, premixed amealulations for multiple equivalene ratios. Our previous observations on premixedames revealed that the speies mass frations may loally deviate from that obtainedfrom the laminar ame alulations as a result of the unsteady mixing indued bythe ame-turbulene interation [33℄. Hene, rather than reating a table for a single13





































































































































()Figure 3.8: Comparison of the instantaneous speies proles obtained by the DI(), the P-ANN (- - -), F-ANN (- . - .), and L-ANN (|), at t = 5t for Case A3.the P-ANN underpredits the atual proles of the minor speies as seen in Figs.3.8a- at t = 5t for Case A3. This indiates a non-omplete ombustion proess,whih is supported by the H2 plot (Fig. 3.8a) as well. The H2 mass fration existsat loations where it should have been onsumed as alulated by the DI. Resultsobtained by F-ANN is very aurate in apturing the variation of H2, similar to theprevious ases. The loation of the reation zone is also deteted well, with a slightoverpredition of the peak value of the mass frations. The maximum deviation is 7% for the O mass fration. The L-ANN results for this ase exhibit better agreementwith the DI omputations than the F-ANN.Finally the instantaneous proles for H2, H and O speies obtained at t = 5tfor Case A4 are given in Figs. 3.9a-. This ase is for the same initial turbulenequantities with Case A3, but, for  = 0.8. Hene, the same ANN used for ases A1and A2 is used for A4. The inrease in initial turbulent intensity resulted in amethikening ompared to ase A2, as seen in the plots. Similar to that was observedin A3, the P-ANN tends the underpredit the orret proles, and is wrong for allspeies.3.1.4 Case B - LEM studies of premixed methane/air amesThe LEM is initialized based on the solution obtained from a steady, laminar, one-dimensional premixed methane/air ame omputation at an equivalene ratio of 0.6.16










































()Figure 3.9: Comparison of the instantaneous speies proles obtained by the DI(), the P-ANN (- - -), F-ANN (- . - .), and L-ANN (|), at t = 5t for Case A4.A 16-speies, 12-step skeletal mehanism is employed for hemial kinetis alula-tions. A database is onstruted for a range of Ret with a xed integral length saleL. The reent LES data on the SPRF ombustor [1℄ reveals that the maximum valueof Ret is of the order of 400. Hene, the Ret is varied from 10 (diusion dominated) to400 (turbulent stirring dominated). The thermo-hemial state-spae is reorded atevery ve iterations, and later the instantaneous speies reation-rates are alulatedand stored in a training table. The LEM omputations are run for a number of it-erations up to 1000 number of iterations (N =10). The optimum ANN arhitetureis found to be a three hidden layer arhiteture with ten, eight and four (10/8/4)number of PEs at eah hidden layer.The omparison of the LEM results for speies CH4, H2O, and OH obtained byDI and ANN at Ret =290 is shown in Figs. 3.10a- at N = 5N. The integral lengthsale for this ase is larger than the laminar ame thikness of the premixed ame.Hene, for the given turbulent Reynolds number, the ame front is distributed moreeetively by turbulent stirrings than Case C, as it was shown in Fig. 3.2. Theturbulent stirrings reate multiple ame rossings at eah instant, resulting in a thikturbulent ame brush. The agreement between the ANN and DI preditions is fairlygood within the ame brush.
17




































































()Figure 3.10: Instantaneous salar proles obtained forRet =290 and atNiter = 5N.Case B.





































(b)Figure 3.11: Conditional means of OH mass fration and st with respet to themixture fration for Case C.3.1.5 Case C - LEM studies of non-premixed syngas/air amesThe initial salar dissipation rate is seleted to be =0.50q, with q denoting theextintion salar dissipation rate (q=2194s 1). Here, stand-alone LEM omputationsare run for 2000 iterations (Niter =2000) with a time step (t) size of 4.510 8 s(tj = 20), at whih, the DNS study reports onsiderable amount of loal extintionours. Similar to the DNS study, the non-dimensional time (tj) is alulated by18





















































()Figure 3.12: Time evolution of the salar proles for Ret =80at a loation within the ame zone - Case C.using the width of the fuel slab (H) and the harateristi jet veloity U [34℄. t isseleted in aordane with an LES study performed for the same ase [3℄. As notedearlier, the LEM is independent of t as stirring and diusion proeeds with theirown time step sizes.The mean value of the PDF of OH mass fration onditioned on the mixturefration (YOH jZ) is shown in Fig. 3.11a for four dierent Ret values at approximatelyt = 20tj. The laminar amelet value at extintion (extintion limit) [34℄ is also pre-sented for omparison purposes. For a very low Ret (i.e., Ret =10), the initial proleremains almost unaeted by the turbulene, whih is onsistent with our previousobservations. As the turbulent Reynolds number inreases, the ame is pushed to-wards extintion and the LEM data agrees well laminar amelet at approximatelyRet =86, denoting that LEM predits extintion at this turbulent Reynolds number.As the Ret is inreased beyond 86, the LEM proles demonstrate inreased level of ex-tintion. The PDF of the salar dissipation rate at the stoihiometri mixture frationP (st) is given in Fig. 3.11 (b) for the same onditions shown in Fig. 3.11 (a). Salardissipation rate is alulated as st = 2D(f=s)(f=s), where f is the mixturefration alulated by Bilger's denition and D is the mixture diusivity alulatedwith a unity Lewis number assumption [34℄. Here, it is seen that the tails of the PDFspreads-out as the Ret is inreased. Also, the mean value of P (st) shifts towardshigher values of salar dissipation rate as Ret is inreased, and is approximately 2300s 1 for Ret =86. The DNS study reports that the extintion salar dissipation rate19
is 2194 s 1. The urrent LEM predition is lose to this value suggesting that someof the underlying physis has been aptured in our LEM simulation.In order to evaluate the generalization of the trained ANNs, the stand-alone LEMsimulation is repeated, by using the trained ANN for the hemial-kinetis. It isobserved that at Ret = 80 the time variation of some of the key minor speies massfration (OH, H2O, H) obtained by using DI and ANN are in fair agreement. This isdemonstrated in Figs. 3.12a- at a loation within the ame zone, where the reationrates for the speies are at their maximum value. Here, results at every 100 iterationsare shown for both of the simulations. For t=tj between 15 and 22 there is somedisrepany between the ANN and DI, although the error is less than 1 %. In orderto understand Table 3.5: Memory saving by ANN for Case ALook-up table size ANN sizeF-ANN 212.6 MB 0.107 MBP-ANN 67.5 MB 0.107 MBL-ANN 242.1 MB 0.107 MBTable 3.6: Timing for Case BTime/(StepGrid)Stirring Only 5.6610 5Diusion Only (Le #) 4.5210 4Diusion Only (M.A.) 7.2110 4Reation Only 2.4410 2 (7.0210 4 with ANN)Table 3.7: Timing for Case CTime/(StepGrid)Stirring Only 3.1210 5Diusion Only (Le #) 3.6910 4Diusion Only (M.A.) 7.2210 4Reation Only 2.3510 3 (6.6210 4 with ANN)3.1.6 ANN speed-up and memory savingsThe speed-up ahieved by all ANNs onsidered for Case A is idential, and approxi-mately 11X, sine the same ANN arhiteture (10/5) is used for the LES ases. Thememory saving is dierent for eah distint ANN method, sine the training tablesare dierent. As given in Table 3.5, there is onsiderable amount of memory savingahieved by using ANN. The tables used for training F-ANN and L-ANN have nearlythe same size. The table used for P-ANN training is, however, muh smaller by al-most 3 times than the ones used for F-ANN and L-ANN. So, the poor performane ofP-ANN ould be attributed to using a smaller training table size. However, the 20
used for generating the table is already very small, and the number of grid points hasbeen inreased extensively. Thus, for the range of  onsidered in the LES, inreasingthe training table size of P-ANN would be only possible by inluding states, whih arevery similar to those already in the table, and is therefore redundant. These observa-tions suggest that there is an inherent limitation of the P-ANN approah omparedto the F-ANN and L-ANN.The time required to perform stirring, diusion and reation omputations pernumber iterations and grid points on an Intel PC (Pentium 4, 2.40 GHz) is given inTable 3.6 for Case B. The least time onsuming proess is the turbulent stirring, sineit is handled in a stohasti manner. The time required to do diusion alulation isapproximately one order of magnitude larger than for stirrring. The diusion ost isinreased further by using mixture averaged (M.A.) diusivities for the speies equa-tion ompared to the onstant Lewis number assumption. Regardless, the reationrate alulation by using a sti ODE solver is the most time onsuming proess, whihis 430 times more expensive than stirring, and approximately 30 times larger than thediusion. The time required to alulate reation rates through ANN omputationsis, however, of the same order with the diusion alulations, and therefore, resultsin approximately 35X speed-up for the hosen ANN.Table 3.7 lists the time required to perform stirring, diusion and reation ratealulations in the LEM simulation for Case C. The most important dierene be-tween Case B and Case C timing omparison is the reation rate alulations. For themethane skeletal mehanism used in Case B, the hemial soure term omputationwas approximately 30 times slower than the diusion. For the syngas ase, however,it is only 7 times slower than diusion. It is well known, the syngas reation meh-anism is not as sti as methane, sine syngas ombustion is a sub-set of the largermethane ombustion [9℄. So, for this onguration and kinetis model, ANN is only3.5 times faster than the DI. Regardless, there is still a speed-up in the omputations.Finally, the ANN table used for training is 3.18 GB, whereas only 0.1 MB of memoryis required to store the ANN oeÆients used during the atual omputation. Hene,there is onsiderable amount of memory saving, whih is very beneial for employingPC parallel lusters with limited memory. This result is expeted to hold regardlessof the mehanism itself.
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3.2 ANN for Turbulent Non-premixed Combus-tion Modelling with LEMLES3.2.1 Extintion and Reignition StudiesHere, the DNS study by Hawkes et al. involving a temporally evolving reating tur-bulent jet [34℄ is revisited using LES. Due to the non-equilibirum aspets of this lowDamkohler number based onguration, the problem gives an opportunity to investi-gate the physis of ame-turbulene interation near extintion/reignition. Issues andfeatures investigated in the original DNS study, are re-examined using the LES basedapproah. New properties (e.g., onditional statistis) from the DNS are extratedand ompared to the LES preditions. The same kinetis as in [34℄ is employed for theLES, and the subgrid turbulene-hemistry interations are aounted for by usingthe LEM model inorporating a subgrid resolution omparable with the DNS mesh.Dual benets arise from solving the salar equations in the subgrid and, in the formof CPU-savings in side-stepping the temproally onstraining requirements of the stikinetis alulations. This, potentially, oer possibilities in studying the physis rihphenomenon of extintion-reignition [34, 37, 38℄ without the ompuational demandsimposed by a true DNS option [34℄. Whether the auray of preditions using thisapproah relative to DNS is aeptable is disussed below. For these studies the L-ANN approah mentioned in Setion 3.1.2.2, is used. In the following disussions,this approah will be referred to as ANN-LEMLES.3.2.2 Numerial Setup and ANN TrainingThree ases, \L", \M" and \H" representing low, medium and high Reynolds numberswere investigated in the original study ([34℄). Here, the ase M with a Reynolds num-ber of 4478 and a Damkohler number of 0.011 is investigated using ANN-LEMLES.The DNS study showed that this ase exhibits omplex extintion and reignitionduring ow/ame interation and evolution. The omputational domain (Lx, Ly,Lz) is (12H, 14H, 8H), where H denotes the initial width of the jet veloity, andH = 0:96 mm for Case M. The DNS employs 64 grid points along H, whih leads toapproximately 350 M grid points in total, with a minimum resolution of around 2.Table 3.8: Test Case Speisx [m℄ y [m℄ z [m℄ s (LEM) [m℄Case M-1 1:210 4 max. 2:5010 4 1:210 4 max. 1:2810 5min. 0:7010 4 min. 0:8410 5Case M-2 0:610 4 max. 1:2510 4 0:610 4 max. 0:6410 5min. 0:3510 4 min. 0:4210 5Two LES results are presented here: Cases M-1 and M-2, as outlined in Table 3.8.Grids used for both of the ases are lustered in the shear layer with smooth strethingtowards the transverse boundaries. For Case M-1, the minimum LES resolution in theshear layer is 5, whereas, it is 2:5 for Case M-2. Thus, these resolution are similar to22
the DNS. The grid resolution in the two periodi diretions, however, is muh largerthan the DNS resolution as noted in Table 3.8. Overall, based on the resolutiongiven in Table 3.8, Cases M-1 and M-2 are using approximately 700K (9611264)and 5.5M (192224128) grid points, respetively. 12 LEM ells are used withineah LES ell to aount for subgrid turbulene-hemistry interations. With thisgrid, the subgrid resolution is reasonable to apture the small-sale ame-turbuleneinteration.The LES is initialized idential to the original DNS study with a laminar ameletsolution at a salar dissipation rate  =0.75q. Here, q is the extintion salardissipation rate, whih is 2194 s 1. The fuel is omposed of 50 % CO, 10 % H2 and 40% N2, whereas the oxidizer is air. Isotropi bakground turbulene is added to triggerthe evolution of shear-generated turbulene. The initial turbulent integral length saleis H/3 and the turbulene intensity is 0.05U . Charateristi perfetly non-reetingoutow boundary onditions are used in the transverse diretion, whereas in thestreamwise and the spanwise diretions periodiity ondition is imposed. A 21 steps,11 speies (H2; O2; O;OH;H2O;H;HO2; CO;CO2; HCO;N2) redued mehanism isused for the hemial kinetis alulations [34℄. Mixture averaged transport propertiesare used for the alulation of heat and speies diusion uxes.The speies instantaneous reation rates in the subgrid is alulated by usingthe ANN approah as a funtion of the speies mass frations and the temperature: = ( _!1; _!2; ::::; _!Ns) = ANN(Y1; Y2; ::::; YNs; T ). The ANN is trained on an unsteadythermo-hemial database onstruted through stand-alone LEM omputations. AnANN arhiteture of 3 hidden layers with 5, 3 and 2 number of proessing elementsat eah hidden layer is used for data training. The further details of the table gener-ation by stand-alone LEM, ANN training and arhiteture seletion relevant to theonditions onsidered here are disussed in another study [2℄, and will not be repeatedhere for the sake of brevity.3.2.3 Extintion and reignition preditionsThe mean value of the probability density funtion (PDF) of OH mass fration on-ditioned on mixture fration obtained at non-dimensional times tj =20 and 40 byCases M-1, M-2 and the DNS is shown in Figs. 3.13a-b, respetively. The time isnon-dimensionalized by the referene time given as t = H=U , where H and U arethe initial width of the fuel slab and the harateristi jet veloity, respetively [34℄.The initial data at tj = 0 used for all alulations, and the laminar amelet value atextintion are also shown in the gures for omparison purpose. At tj = 20, as shownin Fig 3.13a, the LES and DNS results starting from the initial prole drops belowthe extintion limit predited by the laminar amelet solution. Both LES results arevery similar to eah other at this time instant. They also predit values less than theDNS at almost every mixture fration, indiating that the ANN-LEMLES preditsmore extintion. At reignition (Fig 3.13b), however, all the proles show inreasedlevel OH. Espeially for mixture fration values between 0.4 and 0.75, the OH massfration is greater than the extintion limit, learly indiating a reignition proess.The ner grid LES (Case M-2) predits a solution that is loser to the DNS data.23






















(b)Figure 3.13: Comparison of the OH statistis obtained by the ANN-LEMLES andDNS at tj = (a) 20 and (b) 40. () DNS, (- - -) Case M-1, (|) Case M-2, (...) initialdata and (- . -) laminar amelet value at extinion.


























































()Figure 3.15: Comparison of the instantaneous data obtained by the Case M-2LEMLES using DI () and ANN (|) at tj=4.5.with the DNS.Figures 3.15a- shows the ANN-LEMLES and LEMLES using DI (DI-LEMLES,hereafter) results obtained for Case M-2. Here, the axial veloity, the temperature andthe OH mass fration omparisons are presented. The gures show the instantaneousdata obtained at tj =4.5 at the mid-x   y and y   z planes. The auray of theANN for this ase is omparable to the DI. The maximum value of the temperaturewithin the reation zone is predited well. Also, the thikness of the reation zone,as predited by temperature (Fig. 3.15b) and OH mass fration (Fig. 3.15) prolesindiates that the ANN is working reasonably well. There is a slight mismath inthe peak value of the OH mass fration, between the ANN- and DI- LEMLES. Thismismath is also observed for the axial veloity in partiular at y=H=7. However, itshould be noted that the results annot be expeted to math perfetly well, sine theyare extrated at two slightly dierent time instants. Regardless, the auray of theANN-LEMLES is aeptable, and an be onsidered as representative for the atualDI-LEMLES. In the following, we primarily ompare the ANN-LEMLES preditionsagainst the DNS data in order to obtain a andid assessment of this approah. Someof this DNS data reported below are also new and have been extrated speially toinvestigate both the physis and the ability of ANN-LEMLES to predit them.
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~ (d)Figure 3.16: Conditional means of ~YCO and ~YH2 at extintion (a, ) and reignition(b, d) obtained by ANN-LEMLES and DNS. () DNS, (|) ANN-LEMLES, (...)initial data and (- . -) laminar amelet value at extinion.3.2.4 Salar eld onditional statistisThe mean value of the PDFs of H2 and CO mass fration onditioned on the mixturefration at extintion (tj = 20) and reignition (tj = 40) are shown in Figs. 3.16a-d. The data used to initialize the LES and the laminar amelet value at extintionare also shown in the gures. The DNS data shows that the onditional PDF ofCO mass fration varies almost linearly with respet to the mixture fration at bothtj = 20 and tj = 40, in Figs. 3.16a-b, respetively. The variation of the onditionalPDF of H2 mass fration, on the other hand, exhibits dierent slopes with respetto the mixture fration. Starting from the fuel stream (Z = 1), the PDF of H2 massfration dereases with a muh steeper slope than the CO (Fig. 3.16). This is adiret result of an early H2 onsumption within the fuel stream, whih release H andOH radial speies that play a key role in speeding up CO oxidation [39℄. Then,between Z = 0:2 and 0:6, the H2 onsumption speed dereases and the variation ofthe onditional statistis exhibits a relatively at distribution, whih is a result ofthe H2 reombination reations ourring within this range. At tj = 40, Figs 3.16b-dshow negligible CO and H2 for Z > 0:8 indiating that the fuel is all onsumed bythis time due to the reignition.The means of the onditional PDFs obtained by ANN-LEMLES are given in Figs.3.16a-d. The ANN preditions at both extintion and reigntion for the CO statistismathes perfetly well with the DNS data as shown in 3.16a-b. For H2 statistis, theproles obtained by the ANN seem to apture the same trend as the DNS. Fig. 3.16shows that the slope at 0:2 < Z < 0:6 is somewhat larger than the DNS predition.26
Also, at tj = 40, as given in Fig. 3.16d, the value of H2 at Z = 0:8 is higher than theDNS value. This indiates that the H2 onsumption is predited slightly o espeiallyon the fuel rih side.The mean value of the PDF of CO2 mass fration at tj = 20 and tj = 40 areompared in Figs. 3.17a-b. Similar to the OH mass fration (as given in Fig. 3.13a),the onditional CO2 mass fration exhibits smaller values than the laminar ameletvalue at extintion. This feature an also be seen in Fig. 3.17 (), where the mean ofthe PDF of H mass fration onditioned on the mixture fration is given at tj = 20.All of these gures (Figs. 3.13a, 3.17a and 3.17 ) indiate that the derease in theonditional speies mass frations is not spei for only one speies (i.e., OH), butis atually a general trend for all the speies, exept for the ones in the fuel mixture(CO and H2). For both CO2 and H, the ANN-LEMLES results follow the same trendas the DNS even though the former approah slightly underpredits the DNS data inthe range of 0:4 < Z < 0:8. Interestingly, the error is less than that is observed forthe OH mass fration.


































H~ (d)Figure 3.17: Conditional means of the ~YCO2 and ~YH at extintion (a, ) and reigni-tion (b, d) obtained by ANN-LEMLES and DNS. () DNS, (|) ANN-LEMLES, (...)initial data and (- . -) laminar amelet value at extinion.At reignition (tj = 40) in Fig. 3.17b, the mean of the PDF of CO2 mass frationonditioned on the mixture fration shows an inreased level ompared to the valueat tj = 20. The values at tj = 40 for both speies (CO2 and H) and temperatureare above the laminar amelet values at extintion indiating reignition, onsistentwith the OH data shown in Fig. 3.13b. The CO2 is slightly underpredited, whereasthe H value is larger (Fig. 3.17d). However, the overall predition of all speies arereasonable using the ANN-LEMLES approah.27




















~ (b)Figure 3.18: Conditional mean of the temperature at extintion (a) and reignition(b) obtained by ANN-LEMLES and DNS. () DNS, (|) ANN-LEMLES, (...) initialdata and (- . -) laminar amelet value at extinion.The variation of the mean value of the PDF of temperature onditioned on themixture fration at tj = 20 is shown in Fig. 3.18a. The maximum value of tem-perature at the stoihiometri surfae at this time is approximately 1100 K, whihis almost 300 K less than its initial value. At reignition (Fig. 3.18b), the temper-ature reovers its initial value. The agreement between ANN-LEMLES and DNS isreally good for the onditional PDF of the temperature indiating the auray ofthe urrent ANN methodology.The stoihiometri mixture fration (Zst) based on Bilger's denition is approx-imately 0.43 for the urrent ase. The stoihiometry refers to a perfet ombustionwhere all the fuel is burned. Hene, typially, the salar PDFs onditioned on themixture fration for temperature and the intermediate speies peak at the stoihio-metri mixture fration value [40℄. For this partiular study, however, it is interestingto note that both the DNS and ANN-LEMLES extrated PDFs exhibit the maximumtemperature not at the stoihiometri value but at a slightly fuel rih side. The CO2mass fration and temperature peaks at approximately Z = 0:6 as seen in Figs. 3.17a-e. The H mass fration, on the other hand, peaks at Z = 0:7. At reignition, the peakof the PDFs are shifted towards the fuel rih side further. The main reason behindthese observations is that the mixture fration inherently assumes that the both fueland oxidizer have the same diusion veloity. This is not orret for syngas ames,where the fuel mixture is omposed of a relatively light (H2) and heavy speies (CO)that have dierent diusion veloities. Hene, the results indiate that the mixturefration formulation may not be an aurate modeling approah for syngas ames toparameterize thermohemial state-spae in the LES appliations. This is an issuethat is being further investigated.The evolution of the PDF of temperature at the stoihiometri mixture fration isshown in Fig. 3.19. The PDF at tj = 10 exhibits a narrow distribution, with a mostprobable state residing at 1300 K. This value dereases to 1000 K at tj = 20. Theprobability of temperatures less than 1000 K also inreases substantially omparedto tj = 10. This leads to a wider PDF, and the probability of the most probablestate dereases from 0.03 to 0.02 at tj = 20. The PDF at later instants shifts towards28





























~~Figure 3.19: The time variation of the PDF of temperature at the stoihiometrisurfae obtained by the ANN-LEMLES.higher temperature values, denoting a most probable state of 1100 K and 1400 K attj = 30 and tj = 40, respetively. These results indiate that the PDFs at reignitionand fully burnt states are muh narrower than the one at extintion.3.2.5 Syngas ame strutureThe surfae plots of CO and H2 mass fration at tj = 20 and tj = 40 are shownin Figs. 3.20a-d. The stoihiometri mixture fration (Zst = 0:43) is also shown inthese gures. The mass frations of both speies show that from tj = 20 ((a) and()) to tj = 40 ((b) and (d)) the ame front is distributed over a nite region. BothCO and H2 mass frations derease at tj = 40 indiating onsumption of the fuel.As seen in Figs. 3.20a-, the stoihiometri mixture fration at tj = 20 looks likea boundary, after whih both CO and H2 ease to exist. At tj = 40, however, theCO and H2 mass fration is spread over a muh wider surfae and the stoihiometrimixture fration resides within this region.Another interesting observation in Fig. 3.20a, at tj = 20, is that the CO massfration is spread almost homogeneously, and its peak value is not hanging muhup to the stoihiometri mixture fration. The H2 mass fration, on the other hand,exhibits peak values in pokets onentrated at the enter part of the omputationaldomain. Evidently, the H2 is mostly onsumed within the fuel stream, in ontrast toCO, whih is onsumed at the stoihiometri surfae. Similar to the earlier ompu-tational studies of the syngas ames [41℄, the urrent observations suggest that thesyngas ames exhibit two reation zones: A H2 reation zone, whih is followed byCO ombustion. This is also onsistent with our previous observations based on theonditional mean PDFs (i.e., Figs. 3.16a-).In CO oxidation the main hain branhing reation is the CO+OH
CO2+Hstep [42℄. Hene, OH is a key speies, whih determines the oxidation rate of the COin syngas ombustion. The OH surfae plots obtained by using the urrent ANN-LEMLES approah at tj = 20 and tj = 40 are given in Figs. 3.21a-b, respetively.In Fig. 3.21a, the OH mass fration peaks at the fuel rih side of the stoihiometri29
(a) (b)
() (d)Figure 3.20: Instantaneous surfae plot of ~YCO ((a)-(b)) and ~YH2 (()-(d)) massfration at tj = 20 ((a)-()) and tj = 40 ((b)-(d)) obtained by ANN-LEMLES.surfae. Comparing with H2 surfae plot shows that the OH is produed roughlyaround the H2 pokets. Then, OH (and CO) is onsumed through the hain branh-ing reation, and hene it vanishes near the stoihiometri surfae. The OH massfration at tj = 40 (Fig. 3.20) is not spread as muh as the fuel mixture (CO and H2)on the fuel lean side of the stoihiometri surfae. There exists loalized poket-likestrutures with high OH ontent. This observation suggests that at this time instantthe H2 is mostly onsumed by hemial reations, whih leads to the formation ofexessive amount of OH. This is also the reason for the dereased amount of H2within the enter part of the shear layers, as seen in Fig. 3.20d.The OH mass fration surfae plots obtained from the DNS study are shown inFigs. 3.21-d for tj = 20 and 40, respetively. The DNS and ANN-LEMLES resultsare overall, in good agreement. At tj = 20, as seen in Fig. 3.21, the DNS OH massfration peaks along the shear layer. At this time instant the OH ontours are brokenindiating loal extintion proess. This is followed by re-ignition at tj = 40 withinloalized poket-like strutures. The overall harateristis of the are qualitativelysmaller in both studies. 30
(a) (b)
() (d)Figure 3.21: Instantaneous surfae plot of ~YOH at (a) tj = 20, (b) tj = 40 obtainedby the ANN-LEMLES and at () tj = 20, (d) tj = 40 obtained by the DNS.The DNS study at this time instant indiates that the shear layer is not wrinkledextensively by the large sale vorties as the ANN-LEMLES results show. However,it should be noted that disrepanies between the omputations are expeted, butthe overall physis are seem to be aptured well.The surfae plot of HO2 radial speies mass fration at tj = 20 and tj = 40 isshown in Figs. 3.22a-b, respetively. Unlike OH, the HO2 speies is mostly onen-trated on the fuel-rih side of the stoihiometri surfae at both tj = 20 and tj = 40as seen in the gures. Interestingly, the HO2 mass fration seems to be almost un-aeted by the extintion proess. In ontrast to the rest of the speies, the HO2exhibits a ontinuous and thin layer along the stoihiometri surfae. At reignition(Fig. 3.22b), the HO2 layer is thiker than at extintion, tj = 20. The maximumHO2 mass fration value at reignition is only slightly larger than what is observed atextintion. Here, it should be noted that, although the peak value is larger at reigni-tion, it an only be observed on a loal sense. The HO2 mass fration at extintionon the overall is higher than that is for reignition. This indiates that at extintionthe HO2 exhibits a radial pool, whereas OH is dereasing. This result needs to be31
(a) (b)Figure 3.22: Instantaneous surfae plot of ~YHO2 at (a) tj = 20 and (b) tj = 40obtained by ANN-LEMLES.studied further to ome up with any onrete onlusion and is the subjet of a futurework.3.2.6 Salar dissipation rate statistisFigures 3.23a-b shows the surfae plot of the logarithm of normalized salar dissi-pation rate (log10(~=q)) at tj = 20 and tj = 40, respetively. At extintion (Fig.3.23a), the salar dissipation rate is mostly onentrated around the stoihiometrisurfae. The variation learly follows the stoihiometri line, sine the gradient term(5Z) attains its maximum value aross the stoihiometri surfae. At reignition (Fig.3.23b), ~ seems to be more distributed over the omputational domain in the formof thin sheets. Here, it should be noted that the maximum value of the ~ is almostsimilar to that obtained at extintion. Also, the sheets of ~ over a muh wider regionin the omputational domain, whih suggests that based on the ~ information, samelevel of extintion should be expeted at this instant similar to tj = 20. This issuewill be further disussed below.The normalized PDF of the log10 at the stoihiometri mixture fration is givenin Fig. 3.24 at an intermediate time tj = 30. The gure shows the PDFs obtained bythe DNS study and the urrent ANN-LEMLES along with the log-normal distribu-tion. Here, the salar dissipation rate obtained by the ANN-LEMLES is the lteredvalue (~), whereas raw data is shown for the DNS (). The PDF extrated throughANN-LEMLES omputation follows the same trend alulated by DNS. There aresome minor disrepanies espeially for the values of the normalized st less than-3. ((log10st   st)=st <  3). The ANN-LEMLES PDF tends to overpredit theDNS PDF in this range. Both DNS and ANN-LEMLES PDFs exhibit a negativeskewness with a log-normal distribution, whih is onsistent with earlier studies [43℄.The results indiate that the DNS PDF an be predited well by the LEMLES (sineit does not arry out any assumption regarding the shape of the PDF). This is a32
(a) (b)Figure 3.23: Surfae plot of log10(~st=q) at (a) tj = 20 and (b) tj = 40 obtainedby ANN-LEMLES.unique ability of the LEMLES (with DI or ANN). The log-normal distribution tendsto overpredit the orret PDF at higher and underpredit at lower values of st,respetively for this ase. The log-normal distribution is used in amelet approahesto model the PDF of the st [37, 5℄. Both the DNS and ANN-LEMLES data showthat the orret PDF diers from this shape at high and small values of st. Theseresults point to a possible modied model for the amelet approah and needs to beexplored further.The normalized PDF of the salar dissipation rate at tj = 20 and tj = 40 obtainedby the ANN-LEMLES is given in Figs. 3.25a-b. The salar dissipation rate is typiallyalulated based on the mixture fration [5℄. However, eah speies have their ownsalar dissipation rates as well, and Figs. 3.25a-b show these PDFs alulated atdierent times of evolution. Here, in addition to the salar dissipation rate alulatedbased on the mixture fration (~), the CO (~CO = 2DCO5~YCO:5~YCO) and the OH(~OH = 2DOH5~YOH :5~YOH) salar dissipation rates are also shown along with thelog-normal distribution. For omparison purposes, all the PDFs are normalized asbefore (Fig. 3.24). As seen in Fig. 3.25a, at tj = 20 all PDFs follow the log-normaldistribution. As seen in Fig. 3.25a, the omputed PDFs attain lower values thanthe log-normal distribution at dissipation rate greater than 2. The PDFs obtainedat reignition are given in Fig. 3.25b. Here, the disrepany between the model andomputed PDFs dereases at higher values of the salar dissipation rate. The PDFof ~ and ~CO are indistinguishable from eah other, and the log-normal distributionseems to be a proper funtion for modeling purposes. The PDF of ~OH at lowervalues of the salar dissipation rate tends to overpredit the log-normal distribution.It should be noted that this is not very important for the overall ow physis, sinethe model deviates more at very small values of the salar dissipation rate.Figures 3.26a- show the PDFs of ~, ~CO and ~OH at the stoihiometri surfaeat dierent times. The salar dissipation rate at the stoihiometri surfae is animportant quantity in modeling ame-turbulene interations in LES [5℄, sine it33




























Figure 3.24: PDF of normalized logarithm of salar dissipation rate at the stoi-hiometri mixture fration at tj = 30. (|) DNS, (- - -) ANN-LEMLES, (-..-..-)log-normal distributiondiretly provides time sale information on the most reative portion of the ame. Ahigh ~ at the stoihiometri surfae leads to extintion, sine loal time sales are veryshort and the reations annot generate required amount of heat release [44℄. Thevariation of ~ at Z = Zst as given in Fig. 3.26 (a), however, shows interesting results.Similar to the PDF of temperature, given in Fig. 3.19, the PDF of ~ at tj = 10exhibits a narrow distribution, with its most probable state loated at roughly 0.8.This indiates that at this time salar dissipation rate ating on the ame is almostas high as the ritial salar dissipation rate obtained at extintion by the amelets.At tj = 20, the most probable state shifts towards lower values of ~ ompared totj = 10. Also, the tail of the PDF extends barely to 1, whih indiates that the timesale at the stoihiometri surfae is large enough for reations to our. However, asit was disussed in details previously, at tj = 20 the ame goes through an extintionproess. For tj = 30 and 40, ~ dereases slightly and exhibits a similar shape.The time variation of the PDF of ~CO at the stoihiometri surfae is shown inFig. 3.26b. Both ~CO and ~ shows almost exatly the same variation. It starts from anarrow PDF and at extintion dereases to more wider distribution. After this point,the shape of the PDF does not show any hange, but it rather shifts towards smallervalue of ~CO. The PDF of ~OH , on the other hand, is the only one that shows ahange with respet to time. At the initial stage (tj = 10) and at reignition (tj = 40),the PDF of ~OH shows a narrow and negatively skewed distribution. For both of thetime instants, the ~OH obtains a value of -1, with the probabilities of 0.8 and 0.6,respetively. The shape of the PDF at tj = 20 and tj = 30 is more like Gaussian.3.2.7 Time and memory savingsEah state obtained from the stand alone LEM omputations is used as an entryin the thermo-hemial database used to train the ANN. The nal training tableinludes approximately 600K states and its size is 3.18 GB. The ANN trained on this34

















(b)Figure 3.25: PDFs of normalized logarithm of salar dissipation rate at the stoihio-metri mixture fration at (a) tj = 20 and (b) tj = 40 obtained by ANN-LEMLES.() log-normal distribution, (|) ~, (- - -) ~CO, (-..-..) ~OH .table stores the data through its weight oeÆients, whih requires a memory of only0.1 MB. These oeÆients are used by the LES solver to alulate the instantaneousspeies reation rates for the subgrid salar eld omputations. Hene, a onsiderableredution in memory requirement is ahieved by using ANN.Table 3.9: Comparison of Speed-up Obtained by Dierent ModelsSpeies Equation Time/(stepell) Speed-UpANN-LEMLES LEM level (12 ells/LES) 1.2910 2 5.5DI-LEMLES LEM level (12 ells/LES) 7.1010 2 1.0The omputational time required to run a single iteration per grid points on asingle proessor INTEL PC (3.2 GHz Xeon) by ANN-LEMLES and DI-LEMLES isgiven in Table 3.9. The urrent ANN approah provides 5.5 times speed-up omparedto the DI with a reasonable auray. It should be noted that the ANN speed-upis diretly related with the stiness of the redued mehanism. For a muh stiersyngas mehanism, the speed-up is 11 as reported earlier [2℄.3.2.8 ConlusionsThe appliability of ANN as an interpolation and data storage sheme for multi-stepnite-rate kinetis within the LES framework is addressed in this study. The ANN isused as a hemistry subgrid model for a non-premixed ame previously studied usingDNS [34℄. The thermo-hemial tabulation is ahieved by using stand-alone LEMomputations of the relevant omposition (but not the atual geometry) as reportedearlier [2℄. In this approah, the speies reation rates are tabulated with respetto the thermodynami state vetor without any redution in the number of inputparameters and are later used for the ANN training. One trained, ANN providedthe instantaneous speies reation rates ( _!i = ANN(Yk; T )).35
































































































~ ~ ()Figure 3.26: The time variation of the PDF of ~, ~CO, ~OH at the stoihiometrisurfae obtained by the ANN-LEMLES.The ANN-LEMLES results on two separate grids (Cases M-1 and M-2) are om-pared with the DNS data. The results indiate that the urrent ANN-LEMLESaptures both the extintion and the reignition physis with reasonable auray.The ner grid (Case M-2) provides slightly better results, as expeted, but both asesshow onsistent results.The ANN-LEMLES approah is investigated further by extrating additional datafrom the previous DNS study [34℄ for the speies onditional statistis. The statis-tis obtained for the fuel omponents H2 and CO show that they exhibit dierentharateristis due to their distint diusion and reation harateristis. The on-ditional mean of H2 drops muh faster than the CO with respet to the mixturefration, indiating an earlier H2 onsumption within the ame zone. Similar to theOH statistis, CO2, H and temperature onditional means exhibit values less thanthe laminar amelet value at tj = 20, whih is followed by an inrease at tj = 40.Diret omparison of the onditional statistis with DNS data shows that loal ex-tintion and reignition proesses an be deteted with reasonable auray using theANN-LEMLES and at a substantially lower ost than the DNS.The urrent ANN-LEMLES results are used to alulate the PDF of the nor-malized  at the stoihiometri surfae. The PDFs obtained by both the DNS and36
the urrent LES exhibit a log-normal distribution with a negative skewness, whih isonsistent with theory. The PDF obtained by the ANN-LEMLES deviates slightlyfrom the DNS PDF at the high and low end of the normalized values of the st.Interestingly, the  surfae plot obtained by the ANN-LEMLES shows that the levelof  is atually almost similar at both extintion and reignition. The PDF of thesalar dissipation rate alulated based on the mixture fration and CO mass fra-tion also supports the same observation. The dissipation rate alulated based on theOH mass fration, however, is found to be more sensitive to extintion and reignition.This may suggest that perhaps dissipation rate alulated by OH mass fration wouldbe a better parameterization of the ompositional state-spae for future studies. Thisis outside the sope of this study and is an issue being looked at for a future study.The ANN approah used in the urrent study provides a 5.5 times speed-up om-pared to the DI. The memory savings were also onsiderable. The size of the tableused for ANN training is 3.18 GB, whereas ANN required only 0.1 MB of memory tostore this data. It is noted that the ANN speed-up is strongly aeted by the stinessof the reation mehanism used in the omputations.
37
3.3 TANN based Filtered Reation Rate Closurefor LESThe ANN-LEMLES presented in Setion 3.2 was shown to reprodue the results fromthe orresponding DNS study [34℄ satisfatorily. Computational savings arising fromavoiding the solution of the sti kinetis mehanism online [2℄ were shown to besigniant. In this setion, a new model is presented wherein the ltered reationrates are obtained diretly from a net reated from modied ANN training strategy.The ltered reation rates are diretly used in the LES speies transport equations in astrategy to be heneforth referred to as Turbulent ANN-LES (TANN-LES). Naturally,TANN-LES is expeted to yield further omputational savings over the relativelyexpensive subgrid simulation approah of ANN-LEMLES. To evaluate the aurayaspets of this new model, the onguration investigated in the previous Setion 3.2is re-examined. Analyses and omparisons performed in the previous setion arerepeated to assess preditive apabilities of extintion and reignition [34, 2℄ for thenew model. Additionally, it is shown that the TANN-LES using TANN generated fora large range of Ret is apable of apturing the extintion-reignition physis with avery little loss of auray ompared to the TANN-LES using TANN generated forthe spei test ase.3.3.1 ANN based Chemial Kinetis ModelAs in Setion 3.2, a 21-steps 11-speies syngas-air redued kinetis mehanism basedon Arrhenius model is used [34℄ for training the Artiial Neural Networks. Thespeies retained are: (H2; O2; O;OH;H2O;H;HO2; CO;CO2; HCO;N2). As explainedpreviously, the instantaneous reation rate is given by the Arrhenius model as:dYkdt = Fk(Y1; Y2; ::::; YNs; T; P ) = _!k (3.2)The _!k needs to be determined for both LEMLES and LES simulations. To reduethe ost of hemial kinetis ANN instead of sti ODE solver is employed. For ANN-LEMLES, the average reation rates on the LEM domain are obtained as:_!i = f(Yk; T ) (3.3)For TANN-LES, the average ltered reation rates are obtained as:_!i = f  eYk; eT ;Re;  eYixj! (3.4)The ltered speies onentrations, temperature and the soure terms are obtainedby Favre-ltering the data obtained from the standalone LEM simulation on the LESgrid size. The subgrid Reynolds number in the LES is alulated as Re = u0=,where u0 = (2=3)1=2ksgs and  is the LES grid lter. In the stand-alone LEM, thegrid spaing, stirring length and time sales are seleted as a funtion of the Ret38
and L. Note that the Ret is a global variable for the stand-alone LEM, and thus isdierent than the Re, whih is a loal variable alulated by the LES. Stand-aloneLEM provides the instantaneous salar prole but the turbulene level loally is notknown. In order to link the stand-alone LEM simulation to the LES turbulent sales,the following kineti energy k model equation is solved by the stand-alone LEM inaddition to the speies and energy equations:dkdt = Pk    (3.5)where Pk is the prodution term determined approximately as Ckk=tstir, whereCk = O(1) is onstant and tstir is the stirring time used in the LEM model [17℄.To begin the simulation k is initially assigned zero in the LEM domain. Then, the u0on a segment of length l, where triplet-map (whih is representative of the turbulentstirring) is applied an be estimated as u0 = Retl , where l is the instantaneous hara-teristis eddy size used for turbulent stirring. Hene, whenever triplet-map is appliedon the salar eld, the representative k is alulated as 3u0u0=2 and is used in theprodution term (Pk). The dissipation term is modeled as  = (u0)3=s, where sis the LEM resolution. The main idea in the above equation is that the turbuleneis homogeneous, whih is onsistent with the basi LEM assumption as well. Hene,the proposed way of alulating k does not ontradit any assumptions already beingmade in the LEM formulation.The TANN training table is obtained by spatially sub-ltering the LANN tableused for the previous study [2℄. The stand-alone LEM ode is started from the sameinitial speies proles and is run for the same range of onditions (Ret, L) with theDNS ase. Unlike the proedure followed in the earlier study [2℄, the results hereare ltered by a lter size equal to the grid spaing used in the LES. In addition tothe previous hapters, the details of the ANN training algorithm are also given inRefs. [45, 46℄. As will be shown in the results, the same TANN an be used for arange of problems having dierent levels of grid resolution with signiant redutionin omputational ost and reasonable auray of results.3.3.2 Problem Setup and ANN trainingAll three ases, L, M and H respetively orresponding to low, medium high Re, fromthe aforementioned DNS study [34℄ are onsidered here. The omposition of the fueland oxidizer streams for ases L and H are idential to ase M disussed in Setion3.2. The domain size is LX = 12H in stream-wise diretion, LY = 14H in the trans-verse diretion and LZ = 8H in the span-wise diretion. The boundary onditionsare periodi, non-reeting outow and periodi in the stream-wise, transverse andspanwise diretions, respetively. The DNS study employs a uniform grid. The de-tails two DNS ases are give in table 3.10.The LES study employs grids lustered in the shear layer with smooth strethingtowards the transverse boundaries. Uniform spaing is used in the other two dire-tions. The details of the LES setup for ases L and H, is given in table 3.11 where agrid resolution study is performed. Like the DNS study, the LES is initialized with39
Parameter Case L Case M Case HH(mm) 0.72 0.96 1.37Rejet 2510 4478 9079Grid Size (M) 1.48 5.5 5Grid Resolution 0.83 2.5 1.67Table 3.10: DNS parameters for test asesGrid Resolution Size min. y max. yCase L 90 126 50 (0:56M) 0.055 mm 0.152 mmCase H (C-GRID) 120 180 90 (1:9M) 0.045 mm 0.218 mmCase H (M-GRID) 160 240 120 (4:6M) 0.035 mm 0.161 mmCase H (F-GRID) 200 300 150 (9M) 0.028 mm 0.129 mmTable 3.11: LES grid resolutiona laminar amelet solution at a salar dissipation rate  = 0:75q (q = 2194s 1 ex-tintion salar dissipation rate). Isotropi bakground turbulene is added to triggerthe shear generated turbulene, with initial turbulent length sale H=3 and turbulentintensity 0:05U , where U is the harateristi jet veloity. For alulating the heatand speies diusion uxes mixture-averaged transport properties are used.3.3.3 TANN-LES validation: Case MEarlier DNS [34℄ and LEMLES [2℄ showed (as also shown in 3.2) that as the mixinglayer evolves, the ame rst goes extint at around tj =20, where tj is the non-dimensional time given as tj = t=(H=U), with H and U denoting the jet height andharateristi veloity, respetively. Later, as the strain drops, the ame reignitesaround tj =40. Although data over tj 0-50 is obtained, for omparison with theDNS, only these two instants are disussed here.The onditional mean of the OH mass fration obtained by the TANN-LES isshown in Fig. 3.27 at tj =20 and 40. The DNS data (shown by symbols) and thelaminar amelet value at extintion (also given by the DNS study) are also shownfor omparison purposes. The TANN-LES an detet extintion (at tj = 20) andreignition (at tj = 40) with an aeptable error. The TANN-LES tends to slightlyoverpredit the OH prole espeially at oxidizer rih onditions. At reignition, theTANN-LES shows higher values of OH mass fration within the omputational do-main. The variation of the OH mass fration with respet to the mixture fration isskewed towards the oxidizer side ompared to the DNS data as well. Nevertheless,the overall auray is onsidered aeptable.The onditional H2 mass fration at extintion (Fig. 3.28b) also agrees well withthe DNS data. At reignition, however there are two main dierenes. The rst one isthe maximum value of the mixture fration up to whih H2 exists. This is similar to40












Figure 3.27: Conditional mean of OH mass fration obtained by TANN-LES andDNS. () DNS, (|) TANN-LES at tj = 20; () DNS, (- - -) TANN-LES at tj = 40 ;(- . -) laminar amelet value at extintion.that of observed for CO mass fration in Fig. 3.28a. The seond dierene is that theTANN-LES tends to overpredit the H2 mass fration at all mixture fration valuesompared to the DNS data. Here, it should be re-emphasized that although bothCO and H2 are fuel speies, their onditional statistis represent dierent variationswith respet to the mixture fration. The CO is almost linear, whereas H2 is morenon-linear. The urvature for H2 statistis is hanging with respet to time as seenin Fig. 3.28b. Regardless, inspite of the slight over-predition, the TANN-LES seemsto be apturing all of these features onsistently for both speies.The apability of the TANN-LES to predit ame dynamis is further evaluatedby omparing the results obtained by the urrent model against subgrid ombustionmodels that exist in the literature. Figure 3.29 shows the variation of the mean OHmass fration onditioned on the mixture fration obtained by TANN-LES, LANN-LEMLES and EBU-LES. Among the models onsidered here, the EBU-LES givesthe worst results. The LANN-LEMLES and TANN-LES, on the other hand providesresults omparable with the DNS data. The LANN-LEMLES predits more extintionompared to TANN-LES at tj =20. At tj = 40, on the other hand, the LANN-LEMLES gives better agreement with the DNS data ompared to the TANN-LES.Although the TANN is trained on a data extrated from a similar grid resolution,LANN-LEMLES is solving the subgrid salar eld variation on-line and thus, hasan eetively muh ner grid ompared to the TANN-LES. Stritly speaking, thisimplies that TANN-LES should be using a grid that is ner than what was usedfor LANN-LEMLES. Another dierene between the two approahes is that in theTANN-LES a onventional eddy diusivity losure is used to lose the subgrid salarux whereas the LEMLES employs a subgrid salar mixing model that is knownapable of apturing both gradient and ounter-gradient diusion. Finally, the twoapproahes employ dierent losure for the reation rate. In TANN-LES approah theltered reation rate is atually a losure model wheres in the LEM the kinetis are41



















(b)Figure 3.28: Conditional means of (a) CO and (b) H2 mass fration obtained byTANN-LES and DNS. () DNS, (|) TANN-LES at tj = 20; () DNS, (- - -) TANN-LES at tj = 40 ; (- . -) laminar amelet value at extintion.























(b)Figure 3.29: Mean value of the PDF of YOH onditioned on mixture fration alu-lated by LANN-LES, TANN-LES and EBU-LES at tj = (a) 20 and (b) 40.losed exatly. Nevertheless, the overall ability of the TANN approah is enouragingonsidering the enormous redution is ost that is ahieved as explained below.3.3.4 TANN-LES validation: Cases L and HTo further validate the TANN methodology the Case L is run rst with DI-LEMLES,ANN-LEMLES and later with TANN-LES. The ANN and the TANN net were gen-erated for a small range of Ret upto 800 and time step size 2.5e-08s and lter size of0.1 mm (TANN-1). Fig. 3.30(a) shows the variation of the mean temperature on thestoihiometri plane (Zst = 0:43) with respet to the nondimensionalized-time (tj)for DNS, DI-LEMLES, ANN-LEMLES and TANN-LES using TANN-1. The timeis non-dimensionalized by the referene time obtained as t = H=U , where U is theharateristi jet veloity [34℄. The DNS data shows that the temperature begins at1455 K and drops o to approximately 1210 K near tj = 20, indiating extintion.42
(a) (b)Figure 3.30: (a) Variation of the mean of temperature at stoihiometri mixturefration with respet to non-dimensional time for Case L, (b) Variation of the mean=q at stoihiometri mixture fration with respet to non-dimensional time for CaseLBeyond this point the temperature starts inreasing again and reahes 1425 K attj = 40, showing the reignition proess. The DI-LEMLES initially overpredits thetemperature till tj = 10 beyond whih it drops o faster than the DNS temperatureprole. ANN-LEMLES and TANN-LES almost at all instants till tj = 20 under-predit the mean temperature. The DI-LEMLES, ANN-LEMLES underpredit thetemperature by approximately 150 K and the TANN-LES underpredits the tem-perature by approximately 100 K at tj = 20, indiating more extintion. Beyondthis point, the prole for DI-LEMLES and TANN-LES inreases at a higher rateompared to DNS temperature prole, while the TANN-LES temperature prole in-reases at the same rate as the DNS. At tj = 40 the DI-LEMLES, ANN-LEMLESoverpredit the temperature by approximately 100 K and TANN-LES underpreditsthe temperature by approximately 50 K. The major ause of these desripenies isthe overall grid oarseness [2℄. Inspite of these desripenies the results in generalshow a good math with the DNS data. Fig. 3.30(b) shows the variation of the meanst=q on the stoihiometri plane with respet to tj. The DNS simulations initial-izes at st=q = 0:75 (approx.) and inreases to 2.16 at tj = 16 due to the sheargenerated turbulene. Beyond this point it starts deaying and drops o to 0.35 attj = 40. Comparing Fig. 3.30(a) and 3.30(b) it is observed that the loal extintionis due to the utuations of the salar dissipation rate. One the moleular mixingoveromes the eet of turbulent straining, it leads to the derease of the salar gradi-ents whih is aompanied by gradual reignition [37℄. A time lag is observed betweenthe maximum st=q and the minimum temperature on the stoihiometri plane [47℄beause the reation rate does not immediately follow variations of st due to the -nite rate hemistry [48℄. The DI-LEMLES and ANN-LEMLES predit a faster initialrate of growth of mean st=q ompared to the DNS, while the TANN-LES preditsa slower initial rate of growth of st=q. The maximum mean st=q observed isapproximately 1.1 and lose to tj = 12 for DI-LEMLES and ANN-LEMLES, whilethe maximum mean st=q for TANN-LES is observed lose to tj = 15 and has a43
Figure 3.31: Variation of mixture fration (Z) along the 1D standalone LEM domainat the DNS level and the LES levelvalue of 1 approximately. Beyond this point st=q deays o and reahes a valueless than 0.2 at tj = 40 for DI-LEMLES and ANN-LEMLES, while it has a value of0.25 approximately for TANN-LES. The TANN-LES underpredits st=q omparedto LEMLES till tj = 15 and after that it slightly overpredits.Overall the data obtained from TANN-LES is in good agreement with DI-LEMLESdata. The dierene between the DNS data and LES data is observed due to the dif-ferene in grid resolution. This is explained in Fig. 3.31, whih shows the variationof Z on the DNS level and the ltered LES level on a 1D-domain. The blak dotsand the red dots show the DNS and the LES grid loations, respetively. The sharpgradients in Z observed near X = 0:0022m and X = 0:0056m at the DNS level aremitigated at the ltered level. Thus, DNS grid aptures the small sales and henesees muh larger utuations whereas the small sales are ltered over the LES gridsize at the LES level whih leads to lower utuations of the salar eld and thuslower values of .The mean value of temperature and H2O mass fration onditioned on the mixturefration at extintion (tj = 20) and reignition (tj = 40) are shown in Fig. 3.32(a)-3.32(d) with DNS, DI-LEMLES, ANN-LEMLES and TANN-LES using TANN-1. Atextintion, the LES results underpredit the mean temperature at almost all valuesof Z ompared to the DNS. Above Z = 0:95 TANN-LES slightly overpredits themean temperature. Overall the TANN-LES mean temperature prole shows the bestmath with the DNS temperature prole. The maximum value of Z observed forDI-LEMLES and ANN-LEMLES is 0.93. For TANN-LES the maximum value of Zobserved is 0.975 and for DNS it is 0.97. Thus DI-LEMLES and ANN-LEMLESoverpredit mixing while TANN-LES slightly underpredit the mixing ompared toDNS, at extintion. A similar trend in mixture fration is observed at reignition andthe maximum value of Z for DNS drops to 0.83. DI-LEMLES and ANN-LEMLESoverpredits the mean temperature prole whereas TANN-LES underpredits thetemperature prole at almost all values of Z, at reignition. The deviation at highervalues of Z at reignition is observed mainly due to the grid oarseness whih results invery few data points in the high mixture fration regime. The maximum temperatureat both tj = 20 and tj = 40 is observed on the fuel-rih side instead of stoihiometri44
(a) (b)
() (d)Figure 3.32: Conditional mean of temperature and YH2O at extintion (a and )and reignition (b and d)plane (Zst = 0:43). This is observed due to the signiant dierential diusion ef-fet whih leads to higher diusion veloities of lighter speies like H, H2 OH and Oompared to other speies. The radials diuse more towards the fuel side and shiftthe loation of the maximum heat release also making the heat release zone wider[49℄. At extintion, the H2O mass fration is underpredited for all values of Z by theLES simulations. DI-LEMLES and ANN-LEMLES underpredits the prodution ofH2O more whereas TANN-LES underpredits it less ompared to the DNS, whih isonsistent with the temperature prole preditions suggesting more extintion om-pared to the DNS and thus less heat release rate and less prodution of produts. Theloation of the maximum mass fration of H2O lies in the fuel-rih side, around 0.6for DNS and TANN-LES and around 0.7 for DI-LEMLES and ANN-LEMLES dueto dierential diusion eets. The DNS data shows that maximum mass fration ofH2O inreases from 0.025 to 0.027 at tj = 20 to tj = 40. The LES results overpreditthe maximum mass fration of H2O at reignition ompared to DNS. The loation ofthe maximum mass fration of H2O is observed further towards to the fuel-rih sidefor DNS, DI-LEMLES and ANN-LEMLES, whereas for TANN-LES it is observedloser to the stoihiometri mixture fration on the fuel-rih side. Inspite of thesedisrepanies, onsidering the dierene in grid resolution for LES simulations andDNS, the LES results exhibit reasonable agreement with the DNS results.45
Figure 3.33: Variation of the PDF of temperature on the stoihiometri plane atextintion: blak and reignition: red. Continuous line: DNS, Dashed line: TANN-LESFig. 3.33 shows the pdf of temperature on the stoihiometri plane at extintionand reignition, for DNS and TANN-LES using TANN-1. At extintion (tj = 20), theshape of the pdf of TANN-LES mathes well with the DNS pdf prole. A long tailof pdf is observed beause of the utuations of st > q. This reate extinguishedregions whih results from the rapid moleular mixing of the reatants with hot prod-uts, at a mixing rate greater than the hemial onsumption rate of reatants. Thereignition proess does not follow immediately after the extintion, the old regionsget aumulated and lead to the formation of the low temperature tail of the pdf[37℄,[50℄. Later in time, one the salar dissipation rate has redued and the reigni-tion proess had ourred by tj = 40 the low temperature tail subsides as observedfor the DNS. The TANN-LES shows the deay of this tail to a lesser degree, whihsuggests underpredition of the reignition proess. By tj = 40 the ame spreads tothe oarser regions of the grid and the stoihiometri plane no longer lies in the negrid region whih leads to the predition of the long tail at low temperature. Themean temperature is under-predited at both extintion and reignition.Fig. 3.34(a) and 3.34(b) show the pdf of H2O mass fration on the stoihio-metri plane for DNS and TANN-LES using TANN-1 at extintion and reignition,respetively. At extintion, the pdf of H2O mass fration for TANN-LES shows goodagreement with the DNS pdf prole, whereas, at reignition, the TANN-LES pdf pro-le exhibits more spread ompared to DNS. Further, at extintion more deviation isobserved from the orresponding -pdf for both DNS and TANN-LEMLES results,ompared to the DNS and TANN-LEMLES results at reignition. This is in agreementwith the observations made by Goldin et. al. [51, 52℄. Near extintion, due to higherlevels of hemial non-equilibrium aused by the large values of  on the stoihiomet-ri plane the salar eld deviates away from the -pdf [51℄. At tj = 40 (reignition)one the  on the stoihiometri plane has dropped o and the Da has inreased,the system one again approahes hemial equilibrium and the pdf of both DNS andTANN-LEMLES show good math with the orresponding -pdf. More spread aboutthe mean is observed at extintion ompared to reignition due to the high salar dis-sipation rates for both DNS and TANN-LES data. Inspite of these disepenies the46
(a) (b)Figure 3.34: Variation of the PDF of H2O mass fration on the stoihiometriplane at (a) extintion and (b) reignition. Blak ontinuous line: DNS data, Redontinuous line: beta pdf orresponding to DNS data, Blak symbols: TANN-LESdata, Red symbols: beta pdf orresponding to TANN-LES data.TANN-LES agrees well with the DNS data.From the above studies it is onluded that the TANN-LES is a robust method-ology and the results predited by it ompare well with the DNS, DI-LEMLES andANN-LEMLES preditions. For all the results reported hereafter only TANN-LESomputations were done.3.3.5 Capability of TANN for a range of Re and grid resolution
(a) (b)Figure 3.35: Case H (a) Variation of the mean of temperature at stoihiometrimixture fration with respet to non-dimensional time, (b) Variation of the mean=q at stoihiometri mixture fration with respet to non-dimensional timeThe TANN-1 failed to predit extintion-reignition for Case H. Hene anotherTANN (TANN-2) was generated for a larger range of Ret than TANN-1 upto 1500,lter-size of 0.042 mm and time-step size 1e-08s. TANN-LES simulation was done47
using TANN-2 for all the test ases mentioned in table 2. Fig. 3.35(a) and 3.35(b)show the variation of the mean temperature and mean st=q on the stoihiometriplane (Zst = 0:43) with respet to tj for DNS and TANN-LES using TANN-2 for aseH C-GRID, M-GRID and F-GRID. Due to variation in the grid renement the F-GRID estimates the highest mean st=q and the C-GRID estimates the lowest. Allthe grids for ase H predit the highest mean st=q around tj = 12 whih is slightlylater in time ompared to the predition of DNS. After tj = 15 the temperature eldis slightly underpredited by all the three grids ompared to the DNS data. TheM-GRID and F-GRID underpredit the temperature more near extintion tj = 20ompared to the C-GRID and show better math with the DNS data near reignitiontj = 40. However onsidering the dierene in grid resolution of C-GRID, M-GRIDand F-GRID the mean temperature predition of all the three grids are reasonablyonsistent and ompare well with the DNS data.Figs. 3.36(a)- 3.36(f) shows the omparison of the pdfs of temperature, H2Oand OH mass frations at extintion and reignition on the stoihiometri plane forC-GRID, M-GRID, F-GRID and DNS. The pdf prole of temperature mathes wellwith the DNS data at extintion for all the three grids with a slight underpreditionof mean and overpredition of the variane. At reignition the shape of the pdf doesnot math well with the DNS mainly beause by tj = 40 the ame spreads to thestrethed regions of the grid in the Y-diretion and hene grid oarseness aets theshape of the pdf. From C-GRID to F-GRID with inrease in renement the pdf ap-proahes the DNS pdf shape. At extintion, the pdf of the mass fration of both H2Oand OH math well with the DNS for all the three grids with the variane slightlyoverpredited, indiating more extintion. However at reignition, for both the speiesthe TANN-LES pdf proles exhibit lesser spread ompared to DNS, indiating a fasterdeay of the salar dissipation rates and more reignition. More deviation from the-pdf is observed for the H2O mass fration ompared OH mass fration beause OHradial has smaller hemial time sales ompared to H2O and hene is less aeted bythe redution in diusion time sales due to high salar dissipation rate. Overall theTANN-LES pdfs for all the three grids are in good agreement with the pdfs obtainedfrom DNS.Fig. 3.37(a) and 3.37(b) show the omparison of the pdf of the normalized st atdierent instants of time for C-GRID and F-GRID, respetively. Maximum negativeskewness is observed at tj = 10 where the mean st is maximum for both the ases.The negative skewness is observed beause at high values of mean st only at verylimited number of points on the stoihiometri plane the  reahes very high valuesand shift the mean. At majority of the points on the stoihiometri plane the  val-ues lie below the mean and hene result in negative skewness. This phenomenon isexplained in Fig. 3.38(a) and 3.38(b), whih show the distribution of  with respetto temperature on the stoihiometri plane for C-GRID and F-GRID, respetively.At tj = 10 maximum points lie below mean st value of 2000 and 2300 for C-GRIDand F-GRID, respetively. A very small fration of points lie above this mean andhas st values as high as 4 times and 8 times greater than mean st for C-GRID and48
(a) (b)
() (d)
(e) (f)Figure 3.36: Variation of PDF of temperature, H2O and OH mass fration onstoihiometri plane at extintion: (a),(),(e) and reignition: (b),(d),(f) for Case Hwith TANN-2F-GRID, respetively. It is also observed that at st above the mean the tempera-tures are lower indiating the formation of extinguished regions [53℄. At tj = 40 thestoihiometri data is spread over a wider range of temperature ompared to the sto-ihiometri data at tj = 10 and it is spread more uniformly about a lower mean of stof 130 and 160 for C-GRID and F-GRID, respetively, whih indiates partial reig-nition. This results in less negative skewness. Further it is observed that at tj = 10the stoihiometri data is more lustered below st = 2000 for F-GRID ompared toC-GRID. This has lead to the smoother normalized st prole for F-GRID omparedto C-GRID at normalized st values less than -3. Similar to tj = 40 at tj = 20 and49
(a) (b)Figure 3.37: PDF of the normalized salar dissipation rate at the stoihiometrimixture for Case H with TANN-2. (a) C-Grid, (b) F-Grid
(a) (b)Figure 3.38: Distribution of st with respet to temperature on the stoihiometriplane for Case H. Blak dots: tj = 10, Red dots: tj = 40 for (a) C-GRID, (b) F-GRIDtj = 30, the mean st is low and hene the negative skewness is not observed. Overallthe pdf of normalized st for C-GRID and F-GRID are in good agreement.
(a) (b)Figure 3.39: Comparison of the variation of (a) mean temperature and (b) mean=q on the stoihiometri plane for Case L using TANN-1 and TANN-250
To show that TANN-2 whih is more "generalized" ompared to TANN-1, is apa-ble of handling a range of Re, ase L was simulated with TANN-LES using TANN-2.Fig. 3.39(a) and 3.39(b) show the omparison of the temporal variation of mean tem-perature and mean st=q on the stoihiometri plane for ase L using TANN-1 andTANN-2. Both TANN-1 and TANN-2 underpredit the temperature on the stoihio-metri plane throughout the ourse of the simulation. TANN-1, trained on a smallerrange of Ret and grid-size mathing with ase L predits a solution loser to DNSompared to TANN-2 trained on a wider range of Ret and smaller grid spaing. Themean st=q is slightly underpredited by TANN-2 ompared to TANN-1 till tj = 15,beyond whih the TANN-1 results almost overlap with TANN-2 results. Overall theTANN-1 and TANN-2 results math well for ase L and loss of auray by using thegeneralized net TANN-2 ompared to the ase spei net TANN-1 is negligible.3.3.6 ConlusionsThe ANN methodology is used for multi-step nite rate kinetis within the LES frame-work. Unlike the previous work [45℄ where ANN was used as a subgrid ombustionmodel within the LES framework (ANN-LEMLES), here ANN is used for alulat-ing the ltered reation rates diretly within the LES framework (TANN-LES). Thethermo-hemial data for training the TANN is obtained by ltering the data ob-tained from a 1D standalone simulation over the LES grid-size [54℄. The omparisonof the average laminar soure terms and average ltered soure terms for the sameomposition show signiant dierene. The average ltered soure terms are trainedas a funtion of the ltered mass fration of all the speies, ltered temperature andthe gradient of the speies. The speies are trained separately.The TANN-LES is used to simulate the temporally evolving syngas-air diusionames, exhibiting signiant extintion-reignition, extensively studies by DNS [34℄previously. TANN-LES methodology is rst validated against DI-LEMLES, ANN-LEMLES and DNS results for the low Re ase. The temporal variation of the meantemperature on the stoihiometri plane from TANN-LES results ompare well withthe DI-LEMLES, ANN-LEMLES and DNS with signiant speed-up. To further in-vestigate the TANN-LES approah the onditional statistis are extrated and om-pared with the DNS data at extintion (tj = 20) and reignition (tj = 40). It isobserved that the loation of the maximum mean temperature does not lie at thestoihiometri mixture fration due to dierential diusion eets, instead it lies to-wards the fuel rih side. The same trend is observed for the H2O mass fration. Aomparison of the pdf of temperature and H2O mass fration indiate slight underpre-dition of reignition by TANN-LES. Overall the TANN-LES preditions math wellwith LEMLES and DNS preditions.The low Re ase spei TANN fails to apture the extintion-reignition phe-nomenon for the high Re ase. An attempt is made in generalizing the TANN ap-proah by generating a TANN that an simulate ases with dierent Re and grid51
resolutions. The training table for the "generalized" net is generated by running thestandalone LEM simulation for a large range of Ret and an intermediate lter-size.The TANN-LES results using the generalized net obtained for the high Re ase withthree dierent grid resolutions ompare well with the DNS data, showing grid inde-pendene and apability of the generalized net in handling dierent grid resolutions.Both oarse grid and the ne grid apture the negative-skewness at high salar dis-sipation rate in the pdf of the normalized salar dissipation rate. Comparison of theTANN-LES results for the low Re ase using the generalized net with the TANN-LESresults using the ase spei net show that loss in auray by the use of the gener-alized net is negligible.A omparison of the training data for the two TANNs with the data from the two twoRe ases show that both the nets over the same ompositional data spae and thethermohemial data from the LES forms a subset of the thermohemial datapsaeof the nets. The  and the Ret dataspae explored by the two nets dier. The Retdataspae of the LES still forms a subset of the training data of the two nets. How-ever, the  dataspae of the high Re ase falls outside the training dataspae of therst net whih leads to its failure in simulating the high Re ase. The  dataspaefor both Re ases form a subset of the  dataspae of the generalized net trainingdataspae and hene it is apable of simulating dierent Re ases.
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3.4 Appliation of TANN-LES in a Stagnation PointReverse Flow Combustor (SPRF)3.4.1 SPRF ombustorThe seond test ase is the SPRF ombustor, designed at Georgia Teh, that usesa novel exhaust gas re-irulation tehnique to redue both NOx and CO emissions.The ombustor an work both in premixed and non-premixed modes. Here, only thepremixed mode is onsidered to demonstrate the ANN apabilities. In the premixedmode, the methane/air mixture is injeted into the ombustion hamber at an ef-fetive equivalene ratio of 0.58. Flow enters and leaves the ombustion hamber atthe same plane, whih provides extensive reatant preheating and mass entrainmentaross the shear layers. Thus, the reation rates are enhaned and the ame an bestabilize at very lean onditions. This phenomenon, whih is known as the exhaustgas reirulation tehnique, allows feeding the CO leaving the ombustor bak intothe inoming ow stream, so that any CO that may exist due to partial ombustionan be subsequently burnt again.The ow features and the ombustion harateristis of the ombustor were in-vestigated previously by using LEMLES with a global 2 step reation mehanism [1℄.The LEMLES results where ompared with a onventional Eddy Breakup (EBU) typeLES (EBU-LES) and an artiially thikened ame (ATF) LES (TF-LES) The resultsusing LEMLES showed reasonable agreement with measured veloity eld and amestruture, and analysis showed that signiant mixing between the reatants and thereirulating produts our in the near eld, whih provided pre-heating as well asdilution eet. This led to a omplex reignition and extintion proess in the neareld but was only approximately aptured using the redued 2-step kinetis. Theurrent study aims to investigate the same ame with the TANN approah, whihis trained by using a 12 step-16 speies reation mehanism. LEMLES using thesame kinetis is deemed omputationally very expensive due to the stiness of thehemistry and the long time needed to reah stationary state sine the reirulationfrom the stagnation plane is a very slow proess. However, as shown here, using theTANN approah it is feasible to simulate this type of partially premixed ignition andombustion proess in this geometry.The numerial set-up used in the urrent study is idential to that of used in theearlier study [1℄, and the shematis is given in Fig. 3.40. The ombustion hamber(5) is enlosed with an end-plate (6) at one end. The outow (4) is at the same planewith the injetors (2, 3). In the non-premixed mode the fuel (2) and the oxidizer (3)streams are introdued into the ombustion hamber through dierent pipes. In thepremixed mode, the entral tube (2) is losed and the fuel/air mixture is dishargedfrom the same pipe (3). The annular jet is preheated to 500 K and the annular injetorReynolds number is 12,900. A 1/8 turbulent veloity prole is imposed as a boundaryondition at the inlet with the mean veloity of 122 m/s. The boundary onditionsare listed in details in Table 3.12. The hemial reation rates are alulated using a12-step, 16 speies skeletal methane/air reation mehanism [55℄.The grid used for the omputations is shown in Figs. 3.41a-b. A two-domain53
Figure 3.40: Shematis of the SPRF ombustor [1℄.Table 3.12: Boundary onditions used for the LES [1℄.Reating premixed Reating non-premixedAnnular jet rate [m3=s℄ 0.00676 0.00638Central jet ow rate [m3=s℄ - 0.00038Annular jet temperature K 500 450Central jet temperature K - 300Annular jet bulk veloity m=s 122 104Equivalene ratio () 0.58 0.58Annular injetor Re (Rea) 12,900 10,160Central jet Re (Re) - 7,680Subgrid Re (Re) 304 274buttery type of grid, whih omprises of a artesian grid in the enter of a ylindrialgrid is used. Here, 1947557 and 1941515 number of nodes in x, y and zdiretions are used for the ylindrial and artesian grids, respetively. The grid islustered towards the dump plane and the shear layers in order to inrease the qualityof the LES in these regions. The validation of the seleted grid is given in the previousstudies [1℄ and is not repeated here for the sake of brevity.The ANN training table for this ase is generated by using the same stand-aloneLEM ode but for the premixed ombustion mode. The database is onstruted basedon the onditions relevant to the SPRF ombustor, i.e., the salar eld is initializedbased on the laminar solution obtained for an equivalene ratio of 0.58 and the Retrange used in the training varied between 10 to 400.3.4.2 TANN-LES of the SPRF ombustorThe instantaneous and time averaged surfae plots of the temperature are shownin Figs. 3.42a and b, respetively. The variation of the instantaneous temperaturewithin the ombustion hamber suggests a highly wrinkled ame front. Hot poketsof temperature exists within these strutures indiating that the ombustion is mainlyourring at these loations. On a time averaged sense, however, as seen in Fig 3.42b,54
(a) (b)Figure 3.41: Side and ross-setional views of the grid used for the LES.these instantaneous utuations vanish and the ame front beomes muh smoother.Towards the end of the ombustor the temperature reahes its peak value. The ow,whih leaves the ombustor, however, has a lower temperature, sine it mixes withthe inoming fresh reatants and provides pre-heating.
(a)
(b)Figure 3.42: (a) Instantaneous and (b) time-averaged temperature surfae plot.The instantaneous and time averaged surfae plots of the CH4 mass fration areshown in Figs. 3.43a-b. Both gures show that the fuel is ompletely onsumed withinthe ombustion hamber. The vortiies shedding from the injetion plane providesmixing (and ombustion) in the shear layer, whih is evidened by the derease in thepeak value of the CH4 mass fration as shown in Fig. 3.43a. Towards the middle ofthe ombustor the fuel mass fration dereases signiantly and exists only in largepokets.The enter line variations of the time averaged axial veloity and temperatureare given in Figs. 3.44a and 3.44b, respetively. For omparison purposes earlierpreditions obtained using the same grid and ow onditions, but with dierent sub-grid ombustion models [1℄ are also given in the gures. All the models onsideredhere show the existene of a re-irulation zone, whih is loated approximately 555
(a)
(b)Figure 3.43: (a) Instantaneous and (b) time-averaged CH4 mass fration surfaeplot.mm downstream of the inlet. This is followed by a very rapid inrease of the axialveloity. The LEMLES overpredits the axial veloity, whereas TANN-LES shows aslightly smaller values than the experimental data. Towards the stagnation plane,the TANN-LES is providing similar results with the EBU-LES and TF-LES.








































TANN-LES (b)Figure 3.44: Comparison of the time-averaged (a) axial veloity and (b) temperaturealong the enterline.The enterline variation of the temperature (Fig. 3.44b), however is somewhatdierent for eah of the models. The TANN-LES, similar to the experimental data,predits that the temperature monotonially inreases starting at an axial distane of25 mm. Both the loation of the inrease and the slope of the variation are apturedby the TANN-LES. All the other models using the redued 2-step kinetis, show thatthe temperature is onstant almost up to 50 mm. The better agreement with datafor the loation of ignition by TANN-LES may be due to the more detailed kinetisemployed.Figures 3.45a-b show the enterline variation of the time averaged CH4 and COmole fration. The plot for CH4 shows that the TANN-LES approah agrees well56
































TANN-LES (b)Figure 3.45: Comparison of the time-averaged (a) CH4 and (b) CO2 mole frationalong the enterline. Experiment, LEMLES, TF-LES and EBU-LES, from [1℄.with the experimental data espeially lose to the injetor (axial distane less than100 mm.). The earlier LEMLES study showed that the fuel onsumption starts at apoint further downstream of the TANN-LES. Both TANN-LES and LEMLES showthat the fuel is onsumed ompletely at an axial distane of 175 mm. The EBU-LESand TF-LES exhibit a similar behavior in the near eld and largely overpredit theexperimental data. The enterline variation of the CO2 mole fration (Fig. 3.45b) isaptured fairly well by using TANN-LES. The LEMLES and TANN-LES exhibit thesame level of CO2 mole fration lose to the stagnation plane.



















x=57 mm x=113 mm x=187 mm x=245 mm
Figure 3.46: Comparison of the time-averaged axial veloity radial proles at foursetions. () Experiments, (|) LEMLES with DTSE and (- - -) TANN-LEMLES.Experiments and LEMLES from [1℄.Figure 3.46 shows the radial variation of the mean axial veloity proles at four57
Table 3.13: Speed-up obtained for 12 steps methane skeletal mehanism.Speies Equation Time/(stepell) Speed-UpTANN-LES LES level 7.7810 5 134.9LANN-LEMLES LEM level (LES/12) 2.1410 4 49.2DI-LEMLES LEM level (LES/12) 1.0510 2 1.0axial loations; x = 57, 113, 187 and 245 mm. For the sake of larity, TF-LESand EBU-LES results are exluded for this gure, but their results were disussedearlier. At x =57 mm, the inoming jet an be seen in the enter of the ombustor,whih has a peak veloity of 120 m/s. The veloity prole also exhibits negativeaxial veloity at the either edges, indiating the ow exiting the ombustor. Here,it should be noted that the omputational data exhibits a more symmetri prolethan the experimental data. This is likely due to the slight misalignment of the innertube within the annular injetor in the experimental setup [1℄. The TANN-LES tendsto slightly underpredit the peak veloity prole in the enterline ompared to theLEMLES and the experimental data. This is similar to what was observed earlier inFig. 3.44a. Regardless the omparison of the LES with the experimental data showsgood agreement.3.4.3 Time and memory savingsThe omparison of the speed-up obtained for the TANN-LES, LANN-LEMLES, andDI-LEMLES are given in Table 3.13. Although the results obtained by LANN-LEMLES are here, the speed-up obtained by this method is also inluded in thetable for omparison purposes. LANN-LEMLES is 49.2 times faster than the diretintegration method. This is muh more than that of obtained for the syngas meh-anism. The 12 step-16 speies methane mehanism is muh more stier than thesyngas mehanism used in the study, hene the speed-up is muh bigger. The speed-up obtained by the TANN-LES is even better. TANN-LES is 134.9 times faster thanthe DI-LES and learly demonstrates the overall speed up that is possible using theTANN approah.3.5 ConlusionsThe auray of the TANN-LES approah is further investigated on a pratial pre-mixed ombustor simulation. The simulations are performed on a grid and with testonditions used previously [1℄ exept that in the urrent eort TANN-LES is for amore detailed 12-steps, 16-speies redued hemial kinetis mehanism (suh sti ki-netis if inluded diretly in LEMLES has a very large omputational ost overhead).The urrent TANN-LES methodology an be provides better omparisons with theexperimental data ompared to the other subgrid models, again with a substantialredution (by a fator of 135) in ost. It is determined that for stier mehanismthe omputational ost an be signiantly redued using the TANN-LES, and this58
is possibly one key advantage of this method. Finally, although all the urrent stud-ies have been exploring appliation of TANN in the LES environment, it is possibleto onsider a similar strategy for unsteady RANS (URANS) type of appliations.However, this is an issue that will be addressed in another study.
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3.6 LEMLES of LDI ombustor with ANN hem-istryThe proposed ANN methodology for alulating the instantaneous reation rates atthe sub-grid within the LEM framework is tested for the LEMLES of lean diret-injetion (LDI) ombustor. For a rst step in this eort, the ANN is used to replaea relatively low-order three steps seven speies redued mehanism. Here it shouldbe noted that the speed-up obtained from ANN is more pronouned for high orderhemial kinetis mehanisms. Hene, for the redued mehanism employed for thispartiular study there is almost no merit of using ANN. However, the main purposeof this step is to provide omparisons between the urrent ANN-LEMLES alulationand our previous simulations whih were well doumented and published [56, 57℄.LDI has been of ative interest due to its potential for low emissions at operational(high temperature, high pressure onditions [57℄. In the LDI onept, the liquid fuel isinjeted from a venturi diretly into the inoming swirling airstream, and the swirlingair ow is used both for atomizing the injeted liquid and for fuel air mixing. Theventuri is followed by a short divergent diuser setion that ends at the dump plane.The base of the diuser has a radius of 3.7810 3 mm (L1), where as the dump planehas a retangular ross-setion with a length of 12.6110 3 m (L2). Existing LESomputations report  to be 1810 3 mm.3.6.1 ANN TrainingThe ANN training is ahieved by using the methodology outlined previously in Se-tion 3.1.2. The idea is essentially based on alulating the salar eld evolution ona one-dimensional line aross the ame front by using the stand-alone LEM solver.The LEM omputations are started for an initially laminar salar eld whih is ob-tained from an opposed ow ame alulation. The integral length sale for the LEMomputations is seleted to be equal to 0.5R0 (R0 =12.6 mm). Also, based on therange of turbulent Reynolds numbers observed in the previous LEMLES omputa-tions, the turbulent Reynolds number (Ret) is varied between 10-400 In this manner,the eet of turbulene re-distributing the salar gradients is ahieved on eddies witha wide range of length-sales. A typial snapshot of salar eld variation along theone-dimensional line during the LEM omputations is given in Fig 3.47 (a) for thefuel (C12H23). The initial variation of the fuel is also shown with dashed lines inthe gure. As seen, the initial laminar data exhibits a smooth variation along theomputational domain. LEM variation, however, is highly wrinkled due to the eetof turbulent eddies ating on the ame front. The ame is thikened by the turbulenteddies and there are multiple ame rossings along the one-dimensional LEM line.Fig. 3.47 (b) shows the variation of the temperature with respet to the mixturefration during the LEM omputations. As seen in the graph, the states are wellspread over the given salar hyper-plane, denoting that the LEM an predit theeet of ame turbulene interation somewhat similar to the atual proess observedby the previous LES omputations of the same ombustor [57℄.60
(a) Instantaneous snap-shot of the LEM level variation and the initial data.
(b) Compositional state-spae aessed by the stand-alone LEM.
Figure 3.47: ANN training phase.3.6.2 Results for LEMLES with ANNIn order to demonstrate the apability of using ANN for spray ombustion in omplexgeometries, simulations were arried out on the Lean Diretion Injetion (LDI) rigthat has been used in previous experimental and omputational studies [56, 58℄. Thesimulations were arried out using the blok-strutured, multidomain ode used inthe aforementioned omputational work.The simulations were initialized with a previous restart le where the ame stru-ture had developed, but onvergene had not yet been aheived. Averaged statistiswere omputed for 20000 iterations whih is approximately twie the harateristitime,  , where  is dened as the time neessary for one rotation of the preessingvortex ore. Although this is not nearly long enough for onvergene, the objetiveof the simulation was to determine any issues arising from the implementation of theANN into a omplex geometry, not to obtain statistially signiant results. Thepreliminary ANN results are ompared with results obtained using indiret integra-tion (i.e., evaluation of the kinetis) with ve hemistry time steps per Eulerian time61
Figure 3.48: Time-averaged enterline axial veloity
Figure 3.49: Instantaneous enterline temperature
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Figure 3.50: Instantaneous enterline pressure
Figure 3.51: Instantaneous enterline fuel mass fration
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Figure 3.52: Instantaneous enterline CO mass fration
Figure 3.53: LEMLES with ANN: temperature ontours and fuel droplets after 1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Figure 3.54: LEMLES with ANN: CO2 mass fration after 1
Figure 3.55: LEMLES with ANN: CO mass fration after 1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Figure 3.56: LEMLES with ANN: Fuel mass fration after 1step as well as with experimental data. The results for the indiret integration areshown for an averaging period of 21 , and thus, they math more losely with theexperimental results.The simulation with the ANN has only run out to one ow through time whereasthe previous solution had been simulated substantially more. Further simulation isunderway but here we show some preliminary results for the ANN-LES. Instantaneousomparisons of the ANN and indiret integration methods are given in Figures 3.49{3.52 for temperature, pressure, fuel mass fration and CO mass fration after oneharateristi time. The data is very onsistent between the ANN and indiret inte-gration results. ANN performs well for both the global heat release rate, as indiatedby the temperature prole, as well as the intermediate reations evidened by the COmass fration plot.It must be emphasized that ANN is only used for the hemistry alulation withinthe large eddy simulation linear eddy mixing (LEMLES) modeling framework. Theontour plots in Figs. 3.53{3.56 are snapshots of the LEMLES with ANN resultstaken at the same time as the axial line plots. The gures are representative of thetime-aurate wrinkled ame struture that an be aptured with LES but would belost with a time-averaged numerial sheme.The outome of these simulations indiate that although there are still areas relat-ing to the implementation of ANN for spray ombustion in omplex geometries thatneed to be addressed, ANN an be a feasible replaement for other hemial reationrate solution methods.
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3.7 Kineti Eddy Simulation of a Lean Diret In-jetion CombustorThe kineti eddy simulation (KES) method was used to simulate old ow of a leandiret injetion (LDI) ombustor. Simulations were arried out on a multiblok gridwith 72 bloks ontaining nearly 1.5 million grid points, seen in Figure 3.57, utilizingthe rtjones omputing luster. Initial simulations proved to be diÆult due to the
Figure 3.57: Multiblok LDI ombustor gridalulation of `sgs whih auses problems in areas where the subgrid kineti energyapproahes zero. This auses the subgrid length sale, and thus the turbulent eddyvisosity, to beome very large. In order to avoid the unbounded growth of `sgs, alimiter must be used. Initially the subgrid length sale was limited to `sgs=  200,however this did not stabilize the solution for the LDI near the walls of the swirlervanes. Figure 3.58 shows the `sgs prole near the wall in the swirler vanes. At the
Figure 3.58: Subgrid length sale near walls without proper limitingupper limit, the subgrid length sale should tend toward the integral length sale,67
whih is determined by the geometry of the ow. Beause of this, a subgrid lengthsale limiter based on geometrial onstraints was used, suh that `sgs  2y, where yis the normal wall distane. This value was hosen based on hannel ows, roughlyapproximating a swirler vane, where the largest eddies in the ow are the size ofthe hannel height. Figures 3.59(a) and 3.59(b) show `sgs and `sgs=, respetively,using the modied limiter. The proles shown are at an axial position downstreamof the swirler vanes in the diuser setion. In areas where `sgs= = 1 the simulationprovides the same results as the traditional LES and where `sgs= > 1 the solution isomparable to that of a very large eddy simulation (VLES). Figure 3.59(b) indiatesthat near the wall the solution is limited based on geometri and stability onstraintsbefore transitioning to a region of LES-like behavior and nally to VLES near theenterline. Figure 3.60 shows areas of both VLES and LES in the swirler vane region.
(a) Subgrid length sale, `sgs a (b) `sgs=Figure 3.59: Subgrid length sale and `sgs= proles in the swirler region withnear-wall limiting
Figure 3.60: `sgs= in the swirler vane region68
CHAPTER IVCONCLUSIONSThe report disusses alulating instantaneous hemial soure terms in multi-step,multi-speies reation kinetis mehanism based on the ANN method. The ANNtraining is ahieved by stand-alone LEM simulations, where the unsteady interationof small-sale strutures with a laminar ame front is aptured. The rst setionof the report deals with evaluating the proposed methodology for anonial amestudies. The rst test ase (Case A) is a series of LEMLES of premixed ame-turbulene-vortex interation omputations, where ANN is used to replae DI inthe sub-grid LEM model. Cases B-C provided a priori ANN testing in the stand-alone LEM omputations by evaluating the ANN preditions inside and outside theompositional state-spae that it was trained for. The LEM omputations are arriedout and used for ANN training for the omposition of interest in the LEMLES. Thus,this strategy has te potential for developing ANNs independent of the geometry ofinterest. In the seond sesion, the proposed ANN methodology is applied to the LESof LDI ombustor study.The LES studies of the anonial ames demonstrate that the urrent ANN ap-proah is apable of deteting the orret speies evolution alulated by the DI.Also, while results by L-ANN and F-ANN are omparable to eah other, the P-ANNapproah provides the worst preditions. This onrms that the ANN auray isstrongly aeted by the look-up table used for ANN training. The table onstrutedbased on laminar ame alulations laks the unsteady mixing eet aused by turbu-lent strutures, and therefore, is not suitable for ANN training. This eet is inludedboth in the 3D simulation of FVI and in the stand-alone LEM alulations, whihleads to aurate ANN preditions.The thermo-hemial database onstruted through LEM does not ontain all thestates aessed during the omputation. Thus, the ANN ability to predit states thatit was not trained for (so-alled generalizibility) is adressed by using ANN withinthe stand-alone LEM omputations to replae DI, and simulating onditions outsidethe training base. Results obtained by Case B for a premixed methane/air amedemonstrates that the LEM with ANN is indistinguishable from the LEM with DI.The same behavior is observed for a non-premixed syngas/air LEM simulation (CaseC). The ANN ability to predit the LEM evolution for a Ret that is not inluded inthe database is also adressed in Case C, and again, the results are satisfatory.The ANN speed-up against DI is shown to be highly dependent on the stiness ofthe redued mehanism used to alulate the hemial soure terms. For Case A, theANN provided approximately 11X speed-up ompared to DI, whereas for Case C, thespeed-up is around 4-5X. This is related to the less stier mehanism used for CaseC. It should be noted that the maximum speed-up that an be obtained for Case Cis only 5X. The reason for ahieving lesser speed-up than Case A, is that the redued69
mehanism used for this ase is not as sti as it is for Case A. Among the asesonsidered in the report, the maximum speed-up is obtained for Case B (35X), sinethe methane skeletal mehanism used here is muh stier than the syngas mehanism.Regardless of the speed-up, for all ases there is huge memory saving, e.g., for CaseC, the look-up table size is 3.18 GB, whereas only 0.1 MB is needed for the ANN.To redue the omputational osts further the above apporah is adapted for LESsimulations where the ltered reation rate is diretly omputed from ANN kinetisin an approah alled TANN. Sine the subgrid LEM equations are not solved inlieu of the LES speies transport equations, and the online solution of sti-ODEsfor multistep kinetis are avoided, the omputational gains are signiant. To testthis approah, the DNS results from Case C (non-premixed syngas/air) are againvalidated against, for three ases. These ases L, M and H represent respetively,the low, medium and high Reynolds number based ongurations. TANN shows theability to apture the extintion/reignition phenomenon for all three ases satisfa-torily. Furthermore, the TANN-LES is almost 18 times faster than the onventionalLEMLES approah. The LANN-LEMLES, on the other hand provides a speed-upof 5.5 times ompared to the LEMLES using a sti ODE solver. The TANN usedltered values from the stand-alone LEM table, whih resulted in a training tableof 372 MB. The same database (without ltering) was used in our previous study totrain the LANN, whih was 3.18 GB [2℄, whih is onsiderably bigger than the urrenttable.The auray of the TANN-LES approah is further investigated on a pratialpremixed ombustor simulation. The simulations are performed on a grid and withtest onditions used previously [1℄ exept that in the urrent eort TANN-LES isfor a more detailed 12-steps, 16-speies redued hemial kinetis mehanism (suhsti kinetis if inluded diretly in LEMLES has a very large omputational ostoverhead). The urrent TANN-LES methodology an be provides better omparisonswith the experimental data ompared to the other subgrid models, again with asubstantial redution (by a fator of 135) in ost. It is determined that for stiermehanism the omputational ost an be signiantly redued using the TANN-LES, and this is possibly one key advantage of this method.The LDI simulation with ANN kinetis provides reasonable results when omparedwith the experimental and previous omputational studies of the same ombustor[57℄. However, the simulation has not yet run long enough to obtain statistial timeaveraged results, and this will be investigated in more detail in the future.The kineti eddy simulation (KES) model, dened by the addition of a seondsubgrid turbulene equation for (k`)sgs, is studied for LES. The seond equationprovides a method for the expliit alulation of the subgrid length sale allowing foran automati bridging between LES and VLES results, independent of the grid. Thesubgrid length sale and thus the subgrid turbulent eddy visosity are ontinuousfuntions independent of the lter width. This model was intially applied to a LDIombustor to determine its feasibilty and will be applied to anonial problems in thefuture. Near-wall limiters on the subgrid length sale were investigated to stabilizethe numerial result based on geometri onstraints. A limiting value of `sgs  2ywhere y is the normal distane to the wall proved more eetive than previous limiters70
based on ad-ho limiting values.
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CHAPTER VFUTURE WORKAurate representation of the hemial kinetis with the ANN methodology requiresa well established learning algorithm and training table onstrution strategy. Sev-eral dierent tehniques of reating thermo-hemial database representative of thephysial proesses ourring in the atual problem of interest was developed and do-umented in our previous reports. The urrent report dealt with reating the databasebased on stand-alone LEM omputations for premixed ames, and assessing the a-uray of eah dierent ANNs trained on dierent tabulation tenique. The nextstep in this eort would be to apply the urrent ANN training methodology to anon-premixed test ase. Also extrating the ltered reation rate information fromthe stand-alone LEM omputations is needed, whih an be, again, used to speed-upthe LES of reative ow omputations if used together with the ANN methodology.The simulations for these two steps are underway and the results will be provided inthe next report.Several steps must be taken to improve the LDI-ANN results. The rst will be toimplement the ANN routines into the urrent multiblok-strutured ode. This odeis improved over the previous version in many ways, most notably the urrent odefailitates the use of larger proessor ounts and ontains a more eÆient Lagrangianphase implementation. An updated LDI grid that ontains 3.65 million ells will beused for all new simulations, whih is shown in Figure 5.1. Sine more proessorsan be used as ompared with previous eorts, simulation turnaround time shouldbe omparable. The LEMLES with ANN for the single LDI onguration will beontinued until onvergened is reahed to fully evaluate the impat of the hemistrymodel.The auray of the ANN results depends on the onditions used during thetraining proess. Well-established training methods are available for premixed andnon-premixed single phase ombustion but not for spray ombustion. New baselinespray ombustion simulations will be performed on simple geometry to provide moreaurate input data to the ANN training module.To test the apabilities of the multiblok ode, LES of the 9 injetor LDI rigwill be investigated. Experimental and RANS simulation data exists for this setupbut urrently no LES has been ompleted [59℄. A grid for this study is shown inFigure 5.2, whih ontains around 19 million ells. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show thelustering at the dump plane and at a loation of x=D0  2, respetively. Thegrid is intially lustered near the injetor up walls but quikly spreads out to nearuniform spaing to apture the injetor-to-injetor interations aurately. Preliminaryoldow simulations have been ompleted and reating ows an quikly be startedone suÆient omputational resoures have been made available. TANN will be usedfor reating ows in order to keep the omputational ost reasonable yet maintain72
Figure 5.1: Updated LDI grid with 3.65 million ells
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auray.
Figure 5.2: 9 injetor LDI grid with 19 million ells
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Figure 5.3: 9 injetor LDI grid lustering at the dump plane
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Figure 5.4: 9 injetor LDI grid lustering at x=D0  2
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Figure 5.5: 9 injetor LDI instantaneous density ontour for old ow simulation
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